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Then and Now
Wondering why this photo of a young “Ronnie”
appears here this month? Read the article entitled The
LIVELY LEGACY, and you will find out.

Seeing the lady in that article, with her smiling
family around her, makes me think yet again, about all
the widows and widowers in our industry. In my younger days, as many of
you today, I didn’t think about them. Not much anyway. Oh yeah, I would think about my grandmother
and how she had lived so many years without Grandpa. But I never drove down the road and saw
those homesteads and businesses that used to be so cared for and thriving when there were two of
them - (him and her) - as I do these days. There must be eight or ten of us on my short stretch of
road in rural Northwest Florida.
I have been fortunate to be a part of this industry of drilling, the industry of registered cattle,
and that of registered horses as well. Each one of those is similar to the other. How? The people are
all caring, all sharing, all wanting to give, and asking for so little. In my role, I have enjoyed the friendships of those husbands and wives, and now the wives, to this day, are still my friends as they and
I share a common thread ~ that of being a widow. Kinda makes one feel old. But in reality, there are
even many young widows and widowers.
So, I wonder if you know of any on your street, in your town, or anywhere? Why not call them
or drop them a note, just to say “Hi, I’m thinking about you, and wanted you to know I care.”
Home of Solid Gold Service ~ with a Smile!™
Accept NO imitations - there is only one true RESOURCE.
RESOURCE

With pen (computer) in hand...

Ronnie, Managing Publisher

ronnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com

We Will See you on the trail! Keep That Smile!
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Diamond is an extraordinary mineral
with extreme hardness and inherent beauty G&O
sought after for personal adornment and
industrial use. Diamonds form at high temperatures and
pressures in earth's mantle about 100 miles below the surface.
Deep-source volcanic eruptions begin in the mantle, and as
they progress upward, they tear out pieces of mantle rock
which have diamonds embedded in them. Without melting
during the eruption, the pieces of mantle rock and diamonds
are pushed to the surface where they can then be mined.
The largest gem-quality diamond ever found is the
beautiful Cullinan diamond. In 1905, at the Premier Mine in Pretoria, South Africa, the
3106-carat diamond was discovered during a routine inspection by the mine’s superintendent. It has since been cut into nine large stones and about 100 smaller ones.
Fewer than 30% of diamond mines are underground. In an open-pit diamond The rough Cullinan Diamond and one of the
nine stones it was cut into.
mine, annual diamond production may range from several thousand carats to a few
million carats. From 1981-1991, the Finsch mine in South Africa, produced around 5 million carats annually, whereas annual
diamond production for the extremely rich Argyle mine in Australia, reached a record 39 million carats during the height of operation. The worldwide demand for industrial diamonds exceeds the supply obtained through mining, so synthetic diamonds
are being produced to meet this industrial demand.
Diamonds are the hardest known substance and can cut through any material. For this reason, they are used in cutting
and grinding applications, as well as an abrasive in numerous applications. Industrial diamonds are embedded in large steel
drill bits used to drill for water, oil, and natural gas, and are also important in the manufacturing of machinery for drilling.
Diamond windows are made from thin diamond membranes and are used to cover openings in lasers, x-ray machines,
and vacuum chambers. These windows are transparent, durable, and resistant to heat and abrasion. Diamond speaker domes
enhance the performance of high-quality speakers. Since diamond has the highest thermal conductivity of any material, it is
also used to conduct heat away from the heat-sensitive parts of high-performance microelectronics.
Low-friction microbearings are needed in tiny mechanical devices. Some watches have jewel bearings in their movements,
and diamonds are used where extreme abrasion resistance and durability is needed. Wear-resistant parts can be produced
by coating surfaces with a thin coating of diamond. In this process, diamond is converted into a vapor and deposited on the
surface of parts which are prone to wear.

The World of Minerals

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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The Un-Comfort Zone II
by Robert Evans Wilson, Jr.

What Defined Your Turning Points?
What have been your turning points? Those points when a significant change occurred which altered
the course of events in your life.
There have been historical events which changed all our lives. For the better, such as the toppling
of the Berlin Wall on November 9, 1989. For the worse, the terror attacks on September 11, 2001. And,
the event which occurred at different times for all of us (starting in the 1990s), changing our lives in so
many ways: the day we first accessed the World Wide Web.
But I’m more interested in your personal turning points. Was it happenstance or a conscious decision? Was it a crisis or
an opportunity? Did you have an idea that changed your world? Did you create something which lead to a new business?
I know people who have suffered body trauma which altered their abilities for life; and others who have been dramatically
healed. There are any number of situations which may have been a crossroads for you. I count several turning points in my life
which include physical, emotional, and philosophical changes. Events which definitely became a “before this/after this” juncture.
Moving into a new house in a new neighborhood when I was 12 is the first significant one I recall. It gave me the opportunity
to start over in a new school where I didn’t have a difficult-to-overcome notoriety as a wimp. I was very aware of the differences
between “Before the Move” and “After the Move,” and over the years I’ve pondered how my life might be different if this
change never occurred.
Then there were the various mileposts of life such as my 16th birthday and getting my driver’s license, then the enormous
freedom I enjoyed when I got my first apartment at age 19.
I have had a number of emotional turning points. I recall feeling like a prisoner in high school, and needing change. I decided to run for the office of student council president. I was so desperate for some variation in my life, I decided if I didn’t win
the election, I would ask my parents to let me move in with my aunt so I could finish my senior year in another city. Fortunately
I won the election, because my parents (or my aunt for that matter) would never have allowed me to move. As it turned out, I
experienced the most amazing year where I learned many new things and enjoyed a huge boost in my self-confidence and
sense of self-worth. Losing my father to a stroke in my sophomore year of college was a huge loss emotionally.
As a writer, my biggest turning point came when I bought my first computer at age 28. Having the word processing power
of a computer increased my writing productivity immensely. When I worked on a typewriter, I never finished a project. I had
stacks and stacks of manuscripts with corrections written in the margins, collecting dust, waiting to be retyped. After I acquired
a computer, with the power to edit, move paragraphs, and spell-check, I completed short stories, novels, and more. Buying
that first computer even enabled me to go into business for myself.
One of my most difficult turning points was my divorce after 22 years of marriage. I lost my primary confidant; I became a
single parent; I was dating again; I had time alone; and I was so depressed I was challenged by everything. Seeking help, I
saw a few different therapists, but I didn’t feel any of them were helping me. The real turning point of my divorce came a few
years later, after a particularly painful ending to a relationship. I recognized I had a pattern of pursuing poisonous relationships.
I realized I had a problem for which I was determined to find an answer. I read and researched diligently until I finally had a eureka moment and identified the problem enough I was able to find a therapist who could help me. Just knowing what the
problem was became a clear demarcation point of before/after for me. While there is no specific date at which it began to
work, I learned in therapy how to change
my life for the better.
What are some of your turning
points? The good and the bad; the intentional and the random. How did they
change your life; what did you learn; and
what meaning have you taken from
them?

Robert

Robert is an author, humorist, and
innovation consultant. He works with
companies that want to be more competitive and with people who want to
think like innovators.
For more information on Robert, visit
www.jumpstartyourmeeting.com or
contact him via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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CraneWorks Adds
Two New Locations

CraneWorks, Inc. announced the
opening of new locations: Orlando,
Florida, and Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas.
The crane dealer is one of the industry’s
fastest risers, with four locations opening in the past three years. In addition
to the two newest locations, CraneWorks
has offices in Houston, Kansas City,
Denver, San Diego, Bakersfield, New
york/New Jersey, and Calgary.
According to CraneWorks CEO Keith
Ayers, the company opened the two
new locations to expand their regional
presence and serve these two continually expanding markets.
“Providing industry-leading product
support to our customers is important,”
said Ayers. “Our new stores in Dallas/
Fort Worth and Orlando expand our
footprint to provide our customers with
fast, local access to parts, service, and
rentals.”
A pair of industry veterans will lead
the new offices. Peter Rocco will serve
as general manager for CraneWorks
Orlando, while Jerry Beckel will serve
as general manager for CraneWorks
Dallas/Fort Worth. Rocco and Beckel
bring more than a half century of combined experience in industrial management to their roles.

For a link to this website, visit:
worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Hot Off the Press page is proudly
sponsored by Aries Industries, Inc.
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Want your
business to be
seen here?
Give us a call:
(850) 547-0102
or e-mail: wwdr@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Time for a Little Fun!
Congratulations to:
Ed Ilsley
Thetford Ctr, VT
Winner for April!

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Win a prize! Send your
completed puzzle to:
WWDR PO Box 660
Bonifay, FL 32425
or fax to: 850-547-0329

Can you identify which ads in this
issue these two photos came from?

______________
______________

April Puzzle Solution:
Pioneer Sands
Jentech Drilling Supply
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Drilling Into Money Not Boring
by Mark E. Battersby

Reasonable Compensation Under TCJA
To keep the owners of pass-through entities from underpaying taxes, last December’s Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act (TCJA) required many drilling businesses to pay a “reasonable” amount of compensation for
the service of their owners. Now, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is considering whether the reasonable compensation rules should apply to partnerships and sole proprietors.
The new tax law included a 20% deduction from the income of pass-through businesses such as S
Corporations, LLCs, partnerships, and sole proprietorships. However, the TCJA limited the deduction to what lawmakers call
“qualifying business income,” amounts which do not include “reasonable compensation” paid by a pass-through business.
The term “reasonable compensation” has a long history. For many years, the issue was whether the owner/employee of
an incorporated drilling business was reasonably compensated for the services performed for his or her business. Since dividends paid to shareholders can’t be deducted by an incorporated business, but compensation is, was the owner paying himor herself more compensation than was reasonable?
Too much or too little, the IRS has yet
to provide guidance on how to determine
the reasonableness of an owner’s salary.
Congress’s watchdog, the U.S. Government
Accountability Office, issued a study showing S Corporations had underreported
shareholder compensation by nearly $25
A
with vailab
billion over a two-year period - with those
or w le
having three shareholders or less accounti
a ba thout
ing for the lion’s share of the underrese
porting.
We have elevators of all sizes,
The courts, for their part, weigh such
types, and weights;
factors as the compensation of nonowner
employees, past salary history, industry
can build to any
formulas, and the financial condition of the
special applications.
business. However, despite the fact all
these factors are considered, the con• Stabilizers
• Drill Pipe
sideration carrying the most weight with
• Bits
• Drill Collars
the courts appears to be “the replacement
• Bowls
• Manual Tongs
cost to the business of hiring an outside
SkyRex
• Centrifugal Pumps
• Spiders
party to perform the owner’s duties.”
• Crossover Subs
Elevators • RC Swivels
Although lawmakers have again
failed to define “reasonable,” the TCJA
Used Worldwide
New & Used
created a 20% deduction which applies
to the first $315,000 of pass-through
Stock Sizes:
Equipment
income (half that for single taxpayers).
1” thru 24” for casing, column
For pass-through income above these
pipe, tubing, and drill pipe.
thresholds, the new law also allows the
*Load test certiﬁcates available
20% deduction, but only for “business
*Oﬀered with or without base
profits,” producing a tax bill at the owner’s
top marginal tax rate of as much as
29.6%.
The ongoing argument of what is
“reasonable” compensation for those who
own and operate pass-through businesses has increased in complexity thanks to
the new pass-through income deduction.
The need for professional assistance
when determining - and supporting - the
HD Elevators
amount of compensation paid the operation’s owners can’t be emphasized
enough as the IRS is watching.
We Support
Our Troops!
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Breaking News

AEM Hall of Fame Now Accepting Nominations

The Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM) is currently accepting nominations for the 2018
AEM Hall of Fame.
Anyone (living or deceased) who has made noteworthy and specific contributions to the manufacturing,
distribution, rental, or end user sectors of the off-road equipment industry is eligible for induction.
Candidates are evaluated on five criteria essential to the strength of the off-road equipment industry:
• Innovation
• Industry contributions
• Leadership
• Sustainability
• Corporate citizenship/social responsibility
The nomination deadline is June 7, 2018. Inductees will be announced and honored at AEM’s Annual
Conference of Member Companies November 28-30, 2018, in Rancho Palos verdes, California.

Additional details, as well as the nomination form are available online www.aem.org/HallofFame

Armstrong Machine Co. Inc.
Nitrate Coated Premium Liners
5x6, 5x8, & 5x10 Gardner Denver
5-1/2x8 & 5-1/2x10 Gardner Denver
7-1/2x8 & 7-1/2x10 Gardner Denver

Rebuilt Mud Pumps

4-1/2x6 Gaso Duplex
4-1/2x6 Oilwell Duplex
Gardner Denver 4-1/2x8 PA-8 Triplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x10 Duplex
Gaso 5x10 Duplex
OVER 300 PUMPS IN STOCK

Hydraulic Grout Pumps 5”, 6”, & 7-1/2”

Pocahontas, IA 50574 USA
712-335-4131 ~ 24 Hours 7 Days a Week • Fax: 712-335-4565
800-831-4527 USA & Canada (8AM to 4PM Monday-Friday)
armstrongmachine.com amci@armstrongmachine.com

New Pumps In Stock

Gardner Denver 4x5 TEE Triplex.
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x5 TEE Triplex
Gardner Denver 4x5 or 4-1/2x5 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Air Drive Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 7-1/2x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 7-1/2x10 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x5 THE Triplex
Gardner Denver 5x8 PAH Triplex

Call for Prices.

Rods Heat-Treated & Chromed
5x6, 5x8, & 5-1/2x8 Gardner Denver
5x10 & 5-1/2x10 Gardner Denver
7-1/2x8 & 7-1/2x10 Gardner Denver

We Have a Variety of Brands
of Mud Pump Parts and
Power Units in Stock.

Cash for Surplus
Mud Pumps.

Special or Obsolete Parts Made to Order.

WHO’S IN THE NEWS
Acker Drill Company announced the promotion of
Additional announcements from the
Matthew vass to director of sales and marketing. Matt Association of Equipment Manufacturers,
has been with the company for ten years. He is cur- Ditch Witch®, and the Montana Water Well
rently a member of the National Drilling Association Drillers Association are located in our
Board of Directors.
online issue:
worldwidedrillingresource.com
Congratulations Matt!

Send your Who’s in the News to: bonnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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The LIVELY LEGACY

by Veronica I. “Ronnie” Jones, Managing Publisher
Photos by Ed Moranski, Chief Marketing Officer
WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc.

The Mountain States Ground Water Association 2018
Expo was one everyone will remember for years to come.
The special hit of the event was the
appearance of Mrs. Buck Lively
(Charlotte). The reason? “Sale” to Success February 19-21,1998, at the
Gold River Resort and Casino, Laughlin, Nevada, is when Buck Lively was
instrumental in beginning the scholarship auction, which helps many youth
have the ability to increase their education. Thus it was named in his honor
upon his death. Charlotte had no idea the amount of money each year
brought through his initial efforts. When she learned of it, she made it a point
to attend.
Her family
and dear
friend made sure it happened.
When the Buck Lively Scholarship
Auction time began, Jan Oster welcomed everyone and then had the
family come up to do the introductions. Jan introduced Charlotte, then
Wendell (their son), who introduced
the rest of the family and said a few
words that brought tears to Jan’s eyes. That is when Jan presented Charlotte with the bolo tie which started the water
works again! Charlie Waller felt it was time the auction started so the family could recover.
The Navajo - Beaded Bolo Tie pictured here, was given to Steve Garry of Albuquerque Pipe & Pump Supply by Buck in
1991. Steve named it “The End of the Trail” and donated it to the Buck Lively Scholarship Auction in 2007 in his honor. Of
course, WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc. had the honor of being the high bidder. The following year, WorldWide donated
it back, at which point Kuckelman Pump Service - Acculectric, Santa Fe, New Mexico, was high bidder. They in turn donated
it back in 2011, thus making this the traveling auction item which brought in thousands of dollars in Buck’s name.
Charlotte, being warm-hearted just like Buck, this year donated the beautiful necklace Jan Oster is modeling on stage
next to Auctioneer Charlie Waller. The story was told by
Larry Johnson, pictured with his arms around Charlotte.
As it was said, the necklace, a Squash Blossom (Navajo),
was given to Charlotte by Buck some 25 years ago, but
she never wore it because it was too heavy around her
neck. Apparently Buck did some work on or with the
Indian Reservation and they owed him money, so
instead of cash, the Chief had this necklace made for
Buck. The people who bought it said their son was a
recipient of the Buck Lively Scholarship Fund the 2nd
year it was held and his wife said this was their way of
paying it back. It looked great on her. It went for $3100. When Jan went over and told
Charlotte, her eyes filled with tears and said she wanted to hug that lady’s neck. So, of course
they were clear across the room, but Jan diligently brought her over to Charlotte and it was a
very touching scene with tears in both eyes, and Jan’s as well.
A small Bonsai tree was donated with a note that had a saying the tree was a lot like Buck
- they live on forever. There were cash donations made, and each company was named; Jan
made mention on the stage the Lively family had donated $500 and WorldWide Drilling
Resource, Inc. matched it and then Mark Durham with American West Windmill matched that.
Such a giving time and all for a great cause - education. The auction raised $25,500, which
was the most raised in recent years; along with the raffle and cash donations, the total raised
was about $30,000 and had everyone smiling ear-to-ear.
Mountain States Ground Water Association is unique in its own right. With five states coming together each year in
February to put on this educational trade event, hundreds in attendance, with standing room only in the seminars, exhibitors
are always excited at their outcomes. It’s one of the best managed events around. you’ll surely want to put this one on your
calendar. Watch WorldWide Drilling Resource ® for the upcoming dates in 2019.
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Does your rig need help?
W e can take care of your new or not so new rig.
Remounts • Rebuilds • Overhauls

Our distributors are:

Drilling Supply & Mfg.
7301 Hwy 183 South
Austin TX 78744
Te l : ( 5 1 2 ) 2 4 3 - 1 9 8 6 F a x : ( 5 1 2 ) 2 4 3 - 1 0 9 1
C h e c k o u t o u r We b s i t e f o r a l i s t o f u n i ts f o r s a l e .
w w w. d s m - m a y h e w. c o m

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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In Memoriam . . .

The Arizona Water Well Association sadly informed of the passing of two members.

Paul D. “Don” Ulses (1943~2018)

Paul D. “Don” Ulses passed away January 29, 2018, at 74 years of age. He was born and raised in Missouri,
and during his tour of duty in the Army, served in Alaska and Georgia.
Don enjoyed a long, successful career as a geotechnical drilling professional and soils engineer. He and
his wife Mary owned and operated Heber Mining and Exploration Company in Phoenix, Arizona, for more than
15 years before retiring and moving to Willcox. He was a member of the Arizona Water Well Association and
active in the local chapter of the National Drilling Association. He was also a skilled auto mechanic and restorer
of classic cars, owning and operating a classic car repair and restoration business for many years.
Don was dedicated to many worthy causes throughout his life. He devoted many years of passionate and selfless service
to the Boy Scouts of America as a scout leader. He also brought great passion and energy to the American Legion, serving as
commander of American Legion Post 20 in Willcox. He was active in a number of Roman Catholic parishes in both Phoenix
and Willcox. Don is survived by Mary; sons Greg and Tony; and grandchildren Jack, Anna, and Mary Elizabeth.

Earl Harvey Williams (1930~2018)

Earl Harvey Williams was born in 1930, in Lakeview, Oregon. He resided in Arizona for 73 years, and
passed peacefully on February 16, 2018, at the age of 88.
The Williams family well drilling tradition began in the 1800s with his grandfather, then father, making
Earl a third generation water well drilling contractor for over 70 years. He had served as a director and as
president of the Arizona Water Well Association, along with helping on several committees. He drilled hundreds if not thousands of private, commercial, and federal water wells in the state.
Earl was a strong Christian and made numerous trips to Africa and Mexico for missionary work. He is
survived by his wife of 66 years, Helen; daughter Rachel (Gerald); son David (Connie); ten grandchildren;
and 13 great-grandchildren.

The management and staff of WWDR express their sympathies to Don and Earl’s family, friends, and former colleagues.

Lest we forget...
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Smaller is often Better
by Britt Storkson

Owner, P2FlowLLC

The “More”
is Safety!

When it comes to almost everything, the conventional
wisdom is “bigger is better” or “more is better”. While this is the
case with some things, it doesn’t always work in practice. Take
the automobile, for example. Autos started out relatively small,
but over time, became bigger and bigger. Then when the “gas
crunch” (rapidly rising prices for gasoline) hit in the early 1970s, the demand for
smaller, more fuel-efficient cars increased. So there were more and more small
cars being sold for a very simple reason: Most people could not afford to buy fuel
for a big car which got only five or six miles to the gallon.
The same goes for aircraft. Over time, aircraft became bigger and bigger with
the Boeing 747 and the Airbus A380 being some of the largest flying objects the
world has ever seen. But recently the trend has reversed somewhat: Boeing no
longer sells the 747 for passenger service because smaller, two-engine aircraft
costs the airlines less in fuel and maintenance. Just because something is possible
to build, doesn’t mean it is practical to build and maintain.
There are several reasons why cars got bigger. At first, the carmakers did not
have the technology to make smaller cars economically. With advancing technology,
came improved materials and manufacturing practices, such as plastics replacing
metal parts, making cars lighter and less expensive to manufacture. Also, years
ago there was a general attitude that if something wasn’t big and heavy, it was
cheap and undesirable. We have gotten past this for the most part.
One place where the “smaller is better” philosophy has really taken hold is
electronics. The size of the components on a printed circuit board has shrunk dramatically over the years to the point that some parts are about the size of a grain
of pepper, and they require microscopes just to identify what they are. Why is this?
Because of cost. Smaller size = less material needed to make them = less cost.
mudandmorellc.com • 350.366.5126
Also, smaller sized parts save space on the printed circuit board which, again,
equals less cost. The only time larger parts are used is when the mass is needed
to help dissipate heat.
It’s always good practice to use only the material needed to perform a certain task, and no more. A good example of this
is a temperature and humidity sensor/display we bought a few weeks ago. We got this thinking we would get just a temperature and humidity readout (display), and no more. When we got home and opened the package, we found we got more than
we bargained for - but not in a good way. This device also had a minimum and maximum temperature, and humidity “log”
which remembered the minimum and maximum measured values until it was reset. This would have been acceptable if the
minimum and maximum values were clearly identified and differentiated from the actual values, but they were not. This, along
with an instruction sheet which was only
slightly larger than a postage stamp,
didn’t help matters any. So this was a
case of a product which worked well in
terms of actual performance, but did not
work well in terms of design and customer interface. It’s a very common
problem just about everywhere.
So a good question to ask when
attempting to design a product is: “Do we
really need that?” The product doesn’t
have to be dull and spartan in appearance, but neither should it contain extra
components which do not directly add to
the product utility. In other words: If in
doubt, leave it out. your customers will
thank you.

Open the Doorway to all the
Event Photos during MWWDA 2018.

To see all the photos from this event, go to
www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.

Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling Resource ®.
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Boring Thoughts
by Todd Tannehill

Owner, Mud & More, LLC

High Solids Bentonite Grout vs. Cement on Casing
This issue has a theme of drill pipe and casing, so I thought a fitting article might be to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of high solid bentonite grouts versus cement grouts on casing. This subject
was brought up in my booth at a recent trade show.
High solids bentonite grout is a term used to describe commercially packaged grouts containing 20%
and 30% solid content. Many of the common one-bag and two-step grouts used for residential are 20% solid rated. Some
commercial and specialty grouts are 30%. A grout designed for geothermal starts out at a 30% solid grout with no silica sand
added, but is a 72% solid grout when 400 pounds of silica sand is added.
Cementitious grouts come in a variety of types. Some are available with NSF certification while others are not. If you are
just using a Portland blend from a local home store, chances are it does not carry the NSF certifications for drinking water.
While this is very important in some states and local areas, it will not be our focus here.
For years, we have been teaching the effects of cement grouts on plastic casing and the advantages of bentonite grouts.
While my industry peers and I will not always agree with those from the cement industry, there are a few facts which are hard
to dispute on each side.
Cement - The advantages of cement grouts are the availability, structural strength, low permeability, and positive placement. A quick look at the bag price makes the cost appear less expensive than bentonite grout. Cement grouts are also a solution to brackish water conditions as the cement holds up where bentonite will not.
The disadvantages are general to cement grout overall, and some brands and types are better than others. These disadvantages include that cement grouts shrink and crack as they setup and cure. For this reason, they fail to adhere to PvC well
casing, creating a bonding problem. This can create a super highway for surface contaminates straight down the borehole.
Because cement by nature is very dense, it can push out into the formation, or worse - back on your casing if the foundation
has no give. A crushing situation. High pH, heat of hydration, objectionable ingredients, and lack of NSF approvals round out
the list of disadvantages for cement.
Bentonite - High Solid Bentonite grouts contain 20-30% solids and set up like stiff peanut butter. They can be pumped
into place using a positive displacement pump. Using a 1¼-inch tremie pipe to install, they provide a complete seal from the
bottom to the top of the well. Bentonite grouts mix easily on-site and are easier to cleanup than cement. The key is, you get a
better seal because they will not shrink or crack below the water table.
As a disadvantage, bentonite grouts
appear to be costlier than cement. If you
look further and compare the yield per
batch, this is not so. Are there places for
both types of grout? yes. Can a combination sometimes be an option? yes.
Under normal water conditions, the high
solids bentonite grout will usually be a
better choice.

Todd

Todd Tannehill may be contacted
via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

Thank you. you are the best!
[Regarding May 2018 ad in WWDR.]
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Atlantic
Screen &
Mfg., Inc.

Time-Saving Tips for
Business Social Media Accounts

Adapted from Information by the U.S. Small Business Administration

Social media is powerful for small businesses. But while it may be free to use
the majority of social media features, there’s still a cost: it can eat hours of your
time or the time of your team.
• Well Rehab. Products
Here are some proven ways to save time on social media marketing while still
• Manholes
being powerfully effective:
• Bentonite
1. Don’t waste time looking at pretty follower charts. It might make you feel
• Filter Sock
good to see how many likes and followers you’re gathering, but it’s not usually a
• Inline Chemical Mixers
good measure of your impact. Focus instead on measuring something with a busi• Sampling Bailers
ness effect, like how much traffic comes to your site from social sites, or which
• Clear PVC Pipe
types of updates get the most engagement. This kind of knowledge keeps you from
repeating fruitless techniques and helps save time in the future.
• Locking Caps
2. Limit your platforms. Would you rather dabble on five or six different social
networks and not gain significant engagement on any? Instead, try posting updates
on just two platforms, and do a great job on them.
3. Choose platforms where you will find customers. you can spend half
your work week on a social platform, and still accomplish nothing if you haven’t
Manufacturers of Slotted &
chosen the right platform. Ultimately, it’s about advancing your business; therefore,
Perforated Pipe ranging
you need to reach target customers. Pick the main platforms where your customers
from ½” to 24” diameter
can be found. For those selling to consumers, it’s likely to be a platform like Facebook
or youTube. For those selling to businesses, it might be LinkedIn or Twitter.
4. Consistency = Efficiency. Once you get in the habit of doing something
repeatedly, it becomes easier and faster. Set aside time regularly for social media.
FAX: 302-384-0643
you won’t fumble around due to unfamiliarity.
142 Broadkill Rd. • Milton, DE 19968
5. Give it to someone who wants it. Whether it’s you who loves social media,
www.atlantic-screen.com
or someone on your team, or a third party - give the job to someone who can
email: atlantic@ce.net
embrace it. When we enjoy something, we go at it with gusto and without procrastinating.
7. Automate (with moderation). Automation tools like Hootsuite or Social Oomph make posting updates faster and easier. Just don’t take it to extremes. No one wants to follow an account that seems like a bot. Use a mix of automation along
with personalized interaction such as responding to others, asking
questions, or simply chatting occasionally.
8. Use automated reports and dashboards for efficiency.
Measuring the right activity (see #1 above) is crucial; but you should
take advantage of technology when measuring and monitoring. Set up
regular reports and have them e-mailed to you once a week. For example, if you use Google Analytics for your website, you could have social
analytics reports automatically sent to you each week. Also, take advanYou can master the art of saving time on social media!
tage of tools allowing you to view all activity from a single, central dashPhoto courtesy of mkhmarketing.wordpress.com
board, such as Hootsuite, instead of taking the time to log into individual
analytics on multiple platforms.
By following these eight tips, you can streamline social media activities to become more effective and efficient (and hopefully more profitable!).

302-684-3197

The Big Flush from Infinity Tool Mfg. provides high volumes of
drilling fluid at low pressures to give high performance in softer
drilling conditions. Designed specifically for soft sand and shale,
Big Flush is ideally suited for geothermal and water well drilling.

Infinity Tool Mfg. is a Valued WWDR Advertiser
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Drill Pipe Maintenance

Adapted from Information by Drill Pipe, Inc.

DIR

The evolution of drill pipe over the past 50 years, has gone from hand welding, to upset
threaded and bucked, to submerged arc and inertia welding. In today’s manufacturing environment, drill pipe can be upset inertia welded and heat treated to higher strengths.
Tool joints are commonly designed to be suitable for carousel loading systems, and
drill pipe is manufactured in smaller diameters and lighter weight tubes. Today’s drill rigs
allow for more flexibility in well design and jobsite access.
Although drill pipe is sometimes taken for granted, proper operation and maintenance will help add to the operational life
cycles of your drill pipe. Careful monitoring of newly manufactured drill pipe is a must. Here are a few things to consider:
U At delivery, inspect all drill pipe, looking closely for damaged thread protectors. Report claims to the trucking company
and pipe manufacturer as soon as possible. Pictures, as well as notes on the Bill of Lading (BOL) are crucial.
U Remove thread grease from newly delivered pipe and inspect the threads. Thread grease can attract contaminants
from the delivery process which can cause thread galling if used without cleaning.
U Keep an eye out for metal shavings which may be caught on the inside of the pipe from the manufacturing process.
These shavings can fall through and mix into the thread dope in the pipe below, causing galling.
U Metal thread protectors can enhance the life cycle of your drill pipe. Most pipe is shipped with plastic protectors, but
they are mostly for transportation. Although metal protectors add cost, the
savings outweigh the initial expense.
U visual inspection of your threads during normal use is important; one
bad thread can damage several in the string.
U Drill pipe should be blown out after each use. Deterioration of the inside
diameter of the pipe can lead to a shorter life span for your drill string.
U Periodically measure the outside diameter of your drill pipe. The most
important areas to pay attention to are the areas approximately 12 inches
from the shoulders; this is where the transition from hardened tool joint to
the softer tube and center section of the tube are located. Also, pay attention to erosion on the inside.
you depend on your drill pipe to withstand the most grueling environments. Taking care of your drill pipe ensures you will get the most out of them.

Serving the Water Well,
Environmental, Sonic,
HDD, Mining, and
Construction Industries

A Manufacturer of: Inertia-Welded Drill Pipe,
Dual-Wall Drill Pipe, Wireline, Drill Rod/Casing,
Composite Wireline Drill Rods, Sonic Drill
Pipe/Casing/Bits, Percussion Casing/Bits, Drill
Collars, Fishing Tools, Subs, Starter Rods,
and Stabilizers.

We now accept:

Threads: API, Mayhew, BECO, DCDMA, FEDP, 88.9mm-177.8mm
Other Industrial Threads and Custom Threads

Drill Pipe Inc.

550 S Third St. • Winsted, MN 55395
Phone: (866) 220-8342 • (763) 592-8670 • Fax: (763) 592-8661
tom@drillpipeinc.com • www.drillpipeinc.com
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Through the Back Door!
by Jim Kuebelbeck

Why are some water well drilling professionals reluctant to
hire or work with water dowsers? Some 50 years ago when I
discovered I too might have some water dowsing ability, I asked
myself this very question. In my search for answers, it didn't
take long to discover some good reasons for their reluctance.
In any profession, who could fault someone for being reluctant to hire someone
who could not make a positive contribution to their efforts? Inexperienced “wouldbe” water dowsers certainly fall into this category. All too often, in their naive eagerness to demonstrate their newly discovered “ability”, many would-be water dowsers
attempt to offer judgment about the presence of groundwater sources, only to discover, by subsequent drilling, their unfounded predictions were not based upon
fact. Thus, the apparent value of water dowsing is discredited in the eyes of the
general public, and the drilling contractor also. Who could fault a well drilling professional for not wanting to work with such an individual?
I now believe there are two distinct types of water dowsers. Unfortunately, the
first type of water dowser seems to be the most common. This type of self-proclaimed water dowser has all the answers. He or she somehow knows everything.
They have never drilled a water well in their life. They have no knowledge of water
well construction, or about geology. They have never worked on a drilling rig, yet
they somehow know more than the well drilling professional! In their ignorance, it
matters little to them that their few “supposed” successes came not from their
dowsing ability, but from the fact it would have been difficult to drill on their selected
sites and NOT encounter a satisfactory water supply! How did these self-proclaimed water dowsers get so smart in just one lifetime?
Let me tell you: Old Aunt Botchuppa once showed them how to hold a dowsing
rod of some type, and told them they were now water dowsers! They were also
probably told that if a water source was not encountered on sites where they were
able to get some kind of dowsing reaction, it was because the rig operator drilled
through the water-bearing formation!
The second type of water dowser is the type who has quietly worked behind the scenes, learning everything they could
about their unusual ability before ever considering making predictions about the presence of an underground water source.
This type of dowser never seeks publicity. They don't have to advertise their dowsing ability - past clients do this for them.
They are hired by landowners, well drilling professionals, property developers, farmers, ranchers, homebuilders, and others
within both the public and private sector. Although extremely rare, this is the true water dowser.
Not knowing a water dowser’s track record or ability, however, I can easily understand why some well drilling professionals are reluctant to put their own reputations on the line by working with, or
hiring any water dowser. Most everyone has heard the expression, “A little
knowledge is a dangerous thing.” In
water dowsing, however, a little knowledge can be a very expensive thing,
not only for landowners, but for the well
drilling professional as well.

Save the Date
2018 NDA Convention

September 20-21, 2018
The Bertram Inn &
Conference Center
Aurora, Ohio

Exhibitor & Sponsor Opportunities are Available!
President’s Dinner with Awards and Entertainment •
Golf Outing • Presentations for CE Credits •
Outdoor Static Displays • And More.
For more information call 877-632-4748
or visit www.nda4u.com
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The statements and comments in
this article are based on information
and references believed to be true and
factual. If you have any questions or
comments, please forward them to me
in care of WWDR.
WWDR

Jim

Jim Kuebelbeck may be contacted
via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Roman Engineering and a New Harbor Basin
Revealed in Ancient Harbor
Compiled by Caleb Whitaker, Associate Editor
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Atlantis Vault

Secrets of the Roman Empire's ancient harbor of Corinth and a new harbor
basin have been revealed in a series of underwater excavations, core drillings, and
surveys. The Lechaion Harbour Project, a collaboration between the Ephorate of
Underwater Antiquities in Greece, the University of Copenhagen, and the Danish
Institute at Athens, conducted the study at the port of Lechaion. The port was one
of a pair which connected the city of ancient Corinth to Mediterranean trade networks. These two strategic harbors made
Corinth a classical period power, but the
• Self-Contained
Romans destroyed the city in 146 B.C.
when conquering Greece. Julius Caesar
• Simple installation
rebuilt the city and its harbors in 44 B.C.
• Trouble-free operation
Several centuries of prosperity followed
before Lechaion was mostly destroyed
For more information call:
in the 6th or early 7th century A.D. by a
(270) 786-3010
massive earthquake.
or
visit us online:
visitors to the coastline today can see
the foundations of two large structures
www.geothermalsupply.com
forming the outer harbor, but otherwise
Archaeologist documents a wooden caisson,
the remains are buried under centuries
courtesy of the University of Copenhagen.
of sediment. Excavations have revealed
a host of artifacts including seeds, bones, fishing lines, hooks, wooden pulleys, and
ceramics imported from Tunisia and Turkey.
The team also discovered two monumental moles constructed with five-ton
stone blocks, along with a smaller mole, two areas of wooden caissons, a breakwater, and an entrance canal leading into Lechaion’s three inner harbor basins.
The stone block structures of the moles are impressive feats of engineering,
but the wooden caissons and pilings used as foundations revealed information about the process of harbor construction. The
caissons acted as barges, built for the purpose of being sunk together with their concrete cargoes. This formed a solid foundation capable of holding back the force of the sea along this highly exposed stretch of coast. Finding the caissons was surprising because wooden artifacts rarely survive the centuries, but buried underwater deposits are one of the few places where
organic materials can be preserved.
Even though the archaeological work
at Lechaion is located in shallow water, it
presents several significant challenges.
It is a highly active marine environment,
which causes the excavation trenches
to fill quickly with sediment from waves.
To aid the project, geoarchaeologists
conducted a sediment study, using core
drilling and drone surveys to map the
coastal changes in the area, resulting in
the surprising discovery of a new harbor
basin.
The sediment study showed how
the harbor silted over time, revealing
which areas would have been accessible in different periods. The project is
using DNA analysis to understand the
genetic landscape of the trees, plants,
and animals which inhabited the region
2000 years ago. The information will
To see all the photos from this event, go to
one day allow for a reconstruction of
www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.
Lechaion in each time period.
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The “Idiots” Corner
by “Billy Bob Smith”

“It has long been an axiom of mine that the little things are
infinitely the most important.”
~Arthur Conan Doyle, The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes

Is your organization next?
I know I have talked about relevance in a previous article, but as we head deeper into 2018, since
it is such an important topic, I thought I would give you a few more examples of why and how individuals
and organizations fail to grasp the importance of relevance in a rapidly changing world. My real focus
here is not on just relevance, but the importance of embracing change and the stupidity of ignoring it.
I’m not going to include the thousands of small- to medium-size organizations, just a few you might
recognize. Well, here are a few - the industry they were in still exists with other organizations who don’t act stupid. They were
all run by egotistical, out-of-touch, poor, and stupid leaders. They could all still be in business if they had maintained customer
and market relevance.
So, before I give you my short list, let me ask you; as a manager, business owner, executive, or even employee, are you
maintaining relevance? What is relevance, you ask? Duh - Relevance is the ability and willingness to stay ahead of the curve
when it comes to customer and market desires and needs when it comes to what they want to buy, how, where, and when
they want to buy it. Get it? Relevance is not about how you want to run the organization, what you want to sell, how you want
to sell it - period. It’s a “customer”-focused and not an “organization”-focused business strategy.
See a common denominator with any of the following? This is just a small number of the organizations during the past 50
years which no longer exist or were forced to reorganize because they lost relevance. Remember them?
Eastern Airlines
Piedmont Airlines
Planet Hollywood
Motorola
Trans World Airlines
Bethlehem Steel
Hummer
Schwinn Bicycle
Bennigan’s
Polaroid
Kodak
Borders book stores
Pan Am Airlines
Woolworth’s
Howard Johnson’s
Oldsmobile
Blockbuster
Studebaker
Feel free to add some of your own, but if you don’t want to be added to the list - get and stay relevant and don’t wait for
the market to tell you you are getting out of touch. Don’t know how to do this? Again - duh - ask your customers. Ask lost customers. Ask customers you have been unable to attract or acquire. Who are your competitors getting and you are not? Where
are your competitors ahead of you, and why? Got it? To stay ahead of the curve, you’ve got to stop being stupid and get smart
before it’s too late.
Billy Bob
Contact him via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Ice Cream, Paint, Air, and Crude Oil

Adapted from Information by the BP Institute

G&O

What do ice cream, paint, air, and crude oil have in common? Each share a common science behind their fluid
dynamics. Multiphase flow and surface chemistry are valuable experimental sciences helping to unlock some of the
mysteries of fluid dynamics. Multiphase flow is the simultaneous flow of materials in different states, or in the same state,
but with different chemical properties. Examples in nature
range from rain, snow, and fog, to avalanches, mudslides,
and sediment transport. In the gas and oil industry, multiphase flow can describe the simultaneous flow of oil, water,
and gas.
The BP Institute (BPI) for Multiphase Flow helps solve
challenging problems through a combination of basic science,
a lot of math, and long-term relationships. The common characteristics of different fluids and their behavior means the
value of this science is broad, and findings can have a huge
impact in several areas.
Research at BPI is crucial to the development and
deployment of enhanced oil recovery techniques. Lab work
focused on the relationship between oil and water of varying
salinity was vital to BP’s decision to invest in LoSal® technology. This technique pumps low-salinity water into hydrocarbon reservoirs
to help release
more oil from the
rocks.
They researched how the physics of heat transfer and natural ventilation
helps architects and designers make buildings more energy efficient and environmentally friendly. Through studying the way incoming fresh air mixes with air
already in a chamber, the scientists’ work contributed to the design of low-energy
heating systems for large buildings.
A BPI experiment showing exchanged flow
BPI conducted research into the fluid mechanics of films, such as those
from a submerged pipe.
which form on the surface of paint as it dries. Experiments performed at the institute have significantly enhanced understanding of particle behavior in paint and the pattern of the cracking which occurs when
it dries. Not only has this knowledge contributed to the work of art restoration, it also helps the manufacturing industry meet
stringent health, safety, and environmental regulations.
Despite the unlikely connection,
research into ice cream has relevance to
oil production. BPI completed research
to better understand the formation and
growth of ice crystals, which are very
useful for making the perfect frozen
dessert without a grainy feel. The
research aids oil production by helping
to increase knowledge of hydrates,
which are ice-like crystals, including
trapped gas, such as methane or carbon
dioxide within the crystal structure. If
hydrates form in a pipeline, the pipe may
become blocked and prevent flow.
Next time you encounter a tub of ice
cream, can of paint, the comfort of air
conditioning, or crude oil out in the field,
consider the shared science behind
them.
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888-300-2220
www.tdhmfg.com

Quality Built
From Experience

NOW is the Time to OWN the
Next Generation Pump Hoist
You
can own this
9X3 for as low as
$2,998.47/month,
over 60 months!
*w.a.c.
*Not all applicants will qualify for financing. All finance programs and rates
are subject to final approval by Direct Capital, and are subject to change at
any time without notice. © 2018 CIT Group Inc. All rights reserved. CIT and
Direct Capital are registered trademarks of CIT Group Inc. and CIT Bank, N.A.

When Light Duty Just
Doesn’t Cut It

The 9X3 is built to get almost any job done. With
up to 27,000 pounds of pulling power on a 3-part
line and an available 90 square feet of bed
space, this pump hoist
can handle any job that’s
thrown at it. And the
electric over hydraulic
control system provides
ease and efficiency like
no other pump hoist.
Follow
us on:
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Saving Arizona’s Sonoran
Pronghorn with Flexible Drop Pipe

WTR

Adapted from Information by Hose Solutions, Inc.

At a remote site in Southern Arizona, the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) designed a program to save the endangered
Sonoran Pronghorn, which is similar to an antelope.
These majestic animals had almost disappeared completely, due to drought conditions.
The BLM knew it had to bring water to the area
so the animals would come back and thrive.
Six sites with windmills relied heavily on
the inconsistent supply of wind. In addition to
requiring wind, the windmills also needed a lot
of attention and regular maintenance to ensure
their continued operation.
With the abundant supply of
sun in the Southwest, solar pumps
offered more consistent pumping.
Replacing the windmills with solar
pumps on flexible drop pipe reduced
the number of moving parts, leading
to lower maintenance costs. Plus,
with a 50-year warranty and no
corrosion or internal scaling to worry
about, Boreline’s flexible drop pipe
was an obvious choice.
In this installation, the pump, power cable, and flexible drop pipe were all prepared the day before. The contractor drove out to the site and simply installed the pump at the push of a button.

BORELINE

Flexible Drop Pipe

Simple installation and retrieval.
Total corrosion resistance.
Safer working environment.
50-year warranty.
900 psi burst; 40,000 lbs. tensile.

Hose Solutions, Inc.
Scottsdale AZ
480-607-1507
Sales@HoseSolutions.com

www.HoseSolutions.com

Boreline Flexible Drop Pipe
Simplify your life.
Replace your rigid pipes.

Environmental Monitoring

ENV

by Thomas Kwader, Ph.D., P.G.

Reducing Bacterial Growth in Your Well Screen
During my earlier years in the environmental phase of my career, I was responsible for designing
groundwater recovery wells to either dewater and/or capture chemically contaminated groundwater
plumes. This is actually a very difficult task because it involves containing or capturing a body of contaminated water so it does not migrate any farther off-site, and “shrink” it in size. To accomplish this task, it
involves pumping an amount of water greater than or equal to the volume flowing into the plume (from
rainfall, seepage, etc.). Determining the optimum water balance is often difficult to obtain since it changes naturally over time.
Anytime we overpump an aquifer and lower the natural water levels we risk exposing the well screen, or worse, lowering
the water level to the pump intake level and air enters the discharge. Lowering the water level below the screen will greatly increase the probability of bacterial growth (algae and other “slimes”) which will plug the screen, sand pack, and pump impellers
- all of which result in greater drawdowns in the well, which exacerbates the problem even more. Once a bacterial growth
occurs in a well, it can be very difficult to kill all the bacteria and restore the well capacity back to “original” capacity. Harmful
bacteria can be difficult to treat away from the well screen and in the adjacent formation. Untreated bacteria can begin growing
in minutes. Injecting chemicals and antibacterial agents usually only push the bacteria farther out into the formation.
Design Recommendations - I have found the following practices helped to keep bacteria out of pumping wells:
Never pump the water level below the top of the screen. Bacteria thrive in “air” or an aerobic environment, and will rapidly
grow in wells with water levels below the top of a screen. To prevent this from occurring, it is recommended to build the
screen/sand pack as efficiently as possible to minimize drawdown. Wells should have a properly designed sand pack and be
fully developed. Pumping levels should be adjusted to maintain 5-10 feet above the top of the screen. A short 5- or 10-foot
screen at the bottom of the well is recommended over a long screen. The pump should be on the bottom of the well and
pumped at low volumes. Multiple low-volume wells are preferred over a few high-capacity wells to meet pumping objectives.

Tom

Tom Kwader may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Frequently-Used Geological Terms Part 71
Glossary Adapted from the Dictionary of Geological Terms

P

Primary Mineral - A mineral formed at the same time as the surrounding rock by igneous, hydrothermal, or pneumatolytic
processes which retains its original composition and form.
Primary Porosity - Porosity developed during the final stages of sedimentation or which was present within sedimentary particles at the time of deposition.
Prime Meridian - An arbitrary line of longitude selected as a reference line having a longitude of zero degrees and used as
the origin from which other longitudes are reckoned east and west to 180 degrees.
Primeval - Pertaining to the earliest ages of the earth. Also said of lead (Pb) with so little uranium, such as meteorites, that
the Pb-isotope composition has not changed much in five billion years.
Principal Axes of Strain - Three mutually perpendicular axes corresponding to
the three axes of a body which were also mutually perpendicular before deformation; also described as the axes of the strain ellipsoid. The longest is the axis of
elongation, and the shortest is the axis of shortening.
Principal Axes of Stress - Three mutually perpendicular axes which are perpendicular to the principal planes of stress.
Principal Axis - The crystallographic axis which is most prominent. In the tetragonal and hexagonal systems, it is the vertical axis. In
experimental structural geology (the study of three-diLook
for more terms
mensional distribution of large bodies of rock, as well
next month!
as the composition of the inside to learn about their
tectonic history, past geological environments, and
events
which could have changed or deformed them),
WWDR diagram.
it is one of the principal axes of stress or strain.
Probable Ore - Refers to ore which has not been proven by development. Also refers to a mineral
deposit adjacent to developed ore, which has not been proven.
Probe - Any instrument placed in the environment to be measured.
Producer - A producing well.
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WorldWide Drilling Resource® is proud to be a member of these associations.

Alberta Water Well Drilling Association
Tel: 780-386-2335
awwda@xplornet.com
Arizona Water Well Association
admin@azwwa.org
www.azwwa.org
Black Hills Chapter of the ISEE
President: Doug Hoy
www.bitwconference.org

British Columbia Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 604-530-8934
secretary@bcgwa.org www.bcgwa.org
California Groundwater Association
Tel: 916-231-2134 Fax: 916-231-2141
ecardwell@groundh2o.org
www.groundh2o.org

Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association
Tel: 727-577-5004
russell@csda.org www.csda.org
Empire State Water Well Drillers Assn.
Tel: 315-339-8960 Fax: 315-339-8960
sue@nywelldriller.org
www.nywelldriller.org
Florida Ground Water Association
850-205-5641 Fax: 850-222-3019
djessup@executiveoffice.org
www.fgwa.org

Indiana Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 888-443-7330 Fax: 765-231-4430
ingroundwater@gmail.com
www.indianagroundwater.org
Iowa Geothermal Association
Tel: 515-224-6469
info@iowageothermal.org
www.iowageothermal.org

Kentucky Groundwater Association
Tel: 606-523-1215 Fax: 866-896-0184
www.kygwa.org

Montana Water Well Drillers Association
Tel: 406-686-3168
www.mwwda.org

Pennsylvania Ground Water Association
Tel: 814-553-3883
pgwaorg@gmail.com www.pgwa.org

National Ground Water Association
Tel: 800-551-7379 Fax: 614-898-7786
www.ngwa.org

South Atlantic Well Drillers “JUBILEE”
Tel: 855-987-7469 Fax: 850-222-3019
kgordon@executiveoffice.org
www.jubileewatershow.com

National Drilling Association
Tel: 877-632-4748
Fax: 216-803-9900
www.nda4u.com

Nebraska Well Driller Association
Tel: 402-476-0162
lee@h2oboy.net
www.nebraskawelldrillers.org

New Jersey Ground Water Association
barbemor@gmail.com www.njgwa.org

Shallow Exploration Drillers Clinic
Tel: 402-472-7550
jloomis3@unl.edu http://sedc.unl.edu

South Carolina Ground Water Association
Tel: 803-356-6809 Fax: 803-356-6826
scgwa@sc.rr.com www.scgwa.org
South Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 605-734-6631 www.sdwda.org

North Carolina Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 919-876-0687 elaine@execman.net
www.ncgwa.org

Southwest Mississippi Community College
Well Construction Technology
Tel: 601-276-3738
cdunn@smcc.edu

Northern Plains Chapter of the ISEE
President: Billy Obermire
Tel: 307-689-0050
www.bitwconference.org

Texas Alliance of Energy Producers
Tel: 940-723-4131 Fax: 940-723-4132
joannb@texasalliance.org
www.texasalliance.org

Oklahoma Ground Water Association
Tel: 405-209-6482
josh@okgroundwater.org
www.okgroundwater.org

Utah Ground Water Association
Tel: 801-541-7259
www.utahgroundwater.org

North Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 701-567-4126
ndwda@outlook.com • www.ndwda.com

Ohio Water Well Association, Inc.
Tel: 937-278-0308 Fax: 937-278-0317
www.ohiowaterwell.org

Ontario Groundwater Association
Tel: 519-245-7194 Fax: 519-245-7196
executivedirector@ogwa.ca
www.ogwa.ca

Tennessee Water Well Association
Tel: 865-761-4363
info@tnwaterwellassociation.org

Texas Ground Water Association
Tel: 512-472-7437 Fax: 512-472-0537
drobbins@twca.org www.tgwa.org

Virginia Water Well Association
Tel: 804-387-8395 Fax: 804-302-7978
info@vawaterwellassociation.org
www.vawaterwellassociation.org

Louisiana Ground Water Association
Tel: 225-744-4554
www.lgwa.org

Michigan Ground Water Association
Tel: 855-225-6492 Fax: 614-898-7786
www.michigangroundwater.com
Minnesota Water Well Association
Tel: 800-332-2104
www.mwwa.org

Missouri Water Well Association
Tel: 314-974-6992
Mwwa.MoWaterWellAssociation@yahoo.com
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The $ symbol is a combination of the
letters P and S, PS being the abbreviation for pesos, the principal coin
in circulation in the U.S. until 1794.

The largest living thing is a mushroom
located in Malheur National Forest in
Oregon. It covers 2200 acres and is
between 200 and 800 years old.
MAY 2018
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Geothermal Myths Debunked

Adapted from Information from the U.S. Department of Energy

When it comes to renewable energy, geothermal energy doesn’t get as much credit as it should. Surprisingly, many people
don’t realize geothermal energy can help meet U.S. energy demands by supplying power to our electric grid and even be used to
heat and cool homes and businesses. It’s time to debunk some of the myths people have about this clean, renewable resource.
Myth 1 - We could run out of geothermal energy.
Actually, geothermal energy will be around as long as the planet
exists, and will never deplete.

Myth 2 - Renewable energy cannot supply energy all the time.
In reality, geothermal power plants produce electricity consistently,
running 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, regardless of weather conditions. The power output of a geothermal power plant is highly predictable and stable, which leads to extremely accurate energy
planning. Geothermal power plants are also an excellent means of
meeting baseload energy demand (i.e. the minimum level of demand on an electrical grid during a 24-hour period).

Myth 3 - Geothermal power plants take up a lot of space.
This myth couldn’t be further from the truth. Geothermal energy actually has the smallest land footprint of any comparable energy
source in the world. They are compact and use less land per gigawatt
hour than coal, wind, or solar plants.

Myth 4 - Generating electrical power from geothermal sources causes pollution.
The fact is, modern closed-loop geothermal power plants do not emit greenhouse gases at all, and they consume less
water than most conventional power generation technologies.

Myth 5 - Geothermal energy is only accessible in certain parts of the United States.
Since all areas have nearly the same shallow ground temperature, geothermal heat pumps can be used just about anywhere in the United States. However, systems in different states will have varying degrees of efficiency and cost savings.
So, the next time you hear someone spreading one of these myths, jump in and give them the facts!
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Individual Differences
by Tim Connor

Individual differences make life interesting, and yes, challenging. The unconditional acceptance of another person’s
beliefs, attitudes, and behavior is difficult.
Dealing with other people who see life
differently makes for interesting relationships. I can tell you, some people are easy to accept, while others can bring us over the top of the emotional barometer when
it comes to stress, anger, and their ability to push our buttons.
Differences give life its opportunities for growth, insight,
and awareness. The unfortunate thing is, these differences can
often lead to unmanaged or unresolved conflict, stress, and disappointment. Each of us interacts with any number of people
in a given day. Friends, relatives, strangers, fellow employees,
customers, and service personnel. Each of these people is
doing the best they can to deal with their life as it is given to
them one day at a time. Each of us has a story. Some of these
stories are adventures, some tragedies, and some serious
dramas. In the end, our story was created by us as we lived each
day. Unconditional acceptance is the willingness and ability to
understand that just because someone is different, has
opposing views, or has behavior we disapprove of, to realize
they are not right or wrong. They are just being who they are
as a result of their unique life.
People who live happy lives accept the uniqueness of
individuals. They are not on a mission to change, correct, or invalidate them.
As you interact with your fellow passengers on “Spaceship Earth”, find some way to say a kind word or do a kind deed
for everyone you meet. It doesn’t take much energy, time, or investment, but a word or deed for the right person at the right
time could be just what they need to go on another day, feel appreciated, or worthwhile.
In His service,

Tim

To receive Tim’s weekly FREE motivational booster articles, contact him at
www.timconnor.com with “please add me to your free booster e-mail subscriber list” in the subject line.
Or contact him via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

Where are you planning to go?
How about including these shows:

R
WD
W
Join

The Buckeye Chapter of the National Drilling Association will hold its Indoor/Outdoor Training
Expo III in Newcomerstown, Ohio, May 16-17. The program starts Wednesday evening with dinner
and socializing at the Salt Fork Lodge.
Buckeye BOP graciously opens its doors on Thursday for attendees. Coffee and donuts will be
available to wake you up and start the day filled with classes, outdoor demos, and vendor displays. A
barbecue lunch will also be served. Don’t miss it!
See www.nda4u.com/chapters/buckeye/buckeye-events
The Energy Exposition aims to educate attendees on technology, procedures, environmental
practices, safety, and equipment used in the gas and oil industries. The 2018 gathering will be
held May 22-23, at The Ranch Events Complex in Loveland, Colorado.
The keynote speaker is vincent Devito, Counselor for U.S. Energy Policy; guest speaker
Jim Wetherbee, former BP Safety Auditor and astronaut; plus over 60 safety training classes
will be available.
Get more details by visiting www.energyexposition.com

See more events at www.worldwidedrillingresource.com online issue.
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How to Lead Like a Soldier
Complied by the Editorial Staff of
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

In the military, the concept of Commander's Intent, at its
most basic level, describes what success looks like at the end
of an operation. Did we drive the enemy away? Did we make
the place safe? Did we bring in equipment the village needed? Commander’s Intent is when a team understands its
commander’s purpose and the mission’s goal to the point
they can act without further guidance.
For this reason, a fundamental aspect of leading like a
soldier begins with standardized training. Everyone needs to be
aware of the process and have a general idea how everyone else
is going to react. you must have standard operating procedures
to save time and money; and give people a sense of security.
Could soldier-style thinking and training prepare you for
success in business? In the book Extreme Ownership: How
U.S. Navy SEALS Lead and Win, Leif Babin revealed the 11point checklist he used as a Navy SEAL platoon commander.
He said the following strategies can easily be tailored for the
business world:
• Analyze the mission.
• Identify personnel, assets, resources, and time available.
• Decentralize the process of planning.
• Establish a specific course of action.
• Authorize key leaders to advance the plan for the selected
course of action.
• Plan for plausible unforeseen events through each phase of
the operation.

• Leverage risks as much as possible.
• Delegate portions of the strategy and direct to key junior leaders.
• Continually review and question the plan against developing information to make sure the strategy still suits the situation.
• Communicate the plan to all participants and supporting assets.
• Conduct a post-operational debrief once the mission is complete. Consider lessons learned and apply them in future
planning.
"Implementing such a planning process will ensure the highest level of performance and give the team the greatest chance
to accomplish the mission and win," wrote Babin.
When everyone is involved in planning the mission, and everyone is executing, everyone understands what the commander is trying to achieve and what
success should look like in the end. In
business, this means knowing the outcome expected by the CEO, and having
a plan of action.
4<
/*2'3* "&
>

The people you lead want to know
where you are going and why. In sharing
this information, you send the message
you trust them. Trust is the foundation of
successful organizations, and encourages people to go out of their way to
make your business shine.
34
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Stay Safe in the Exit Pit!

Adapted from Information by The Charles Machine Works, Inc.

Using horizontal directional drilling (HDD) to drill under roads and waterways is
being done more and more every day. This makes it even more important to be safe
on the job. One of the dangers associated with HDD drilling involves the exit pit.
Here are a few tips for exit pit safety:
Employees should always maintain communication with the drill operator whenever anyone is near the exit pit.
On one drill site, the drill operator was having trouble advancing the drill string. An observation pit had been dug previously,
and a crew member was in the pit removing a piece of metal wrapped around the drill string. The drill operator started drilling
before the crew member was out of the pit. The next pipe was bent and it struck the crew member as he climbed out of the pit.
It broke his leg and damaged his knee.
Always use appropriate breakout devices to add or remove down hole tools from drill string. Never use pipe
wrenches, machine power, or backhoes to loosen or tighten down hole tools. There was a crew using pipe wrenches and a
backhoe to loosen a tool joint. The pipe wrench slipped from under the backhoe bucket, flew through the air, and struck a crew
member in the head. Unfortunately, he
died several hours later from massive
brain damage.
Remember, rotating drill string can
grab clothing, jewelry, and hair which
can lead to a crush injury or even
death. Tragically, a crew drilling under a
highway learned this lesson the hard
way. The drill operator did not have visibility to the exit pit and he thought he
received a signal to begin back reaming.
The exit pit crewman was still near the
end of the drill string and the back reamer grabbed his coat and pulled him into
the borehole, killing him. The operator
was not aware the crew member was
caught until he didn’t reappear.
Here are some additional tips for
keeping your HDD crew safe:
a Drill operators should not restart
thrust or rotation until given the “all
clear” and they should not rotate the
drill string after the bit/tool has
cleared the borehole.
a Only thrust, at minimum speed,
should be used to advance or retract
the drill string.
a Do not stand to the side of, or on,
exposed drill string.
a Do not stand in or near the edge of
an observation pit with a rotating
drill string. The trench/pit sides can
cave in up to a distance of ¾ the
depth of the pit. For example, a 4foot pit can cave off up to 3 feet from
the edge of the pit. So, be sure to
follow OSHA (Occupational Safety
and Health Administration) or local
guidelines for trenching and excavation.
a Pressurized drilling fluid can cause
serious injury, so stay clear and be
sure to wear eye protection.
Keep safe and drill on!
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EXB

Tales from the Field
by Jeremy C. Wire

Geoconsultants, Inc.

Those Crazy Chickens
Occasionally in our work locating water wells, we come across a property which for some reason
just seems to have “bad luck” attached to it, at least as far as finding a suitable well location is concerned.
The property of this tale, located in the hills east of our urban area, was underlain by a bedrock formation
which usually yielded water to wells, at least in quantities suitable for domestic use. Being a rather small parcel, it was located
near the crest of a sharp ridge, had a steep slope on one side, and a high cut for a county road along another, and along with
other constraints, had limited sites for drilling.
Many years ago, we located a well which produced for some months, but then went dry. The owner at the time tried drilling
another at a nearby location, but no success. Several years later, we received a telephone call from a new owner asking if we
thought there was another location which might be drilled. Knowing the history, unless there was some way of adding land to
the property, or providing better access for drilling, we told him probably not. Over several more years, this scenario was repeated periodically by a succession of new owners, who after drilling another dry hole or two in the same limited area as the
original well, would check in with us, and being tired of hauling water, they would move on.
More recently, the latest owner of the property called, and noting a slight realignment of the county road had allowed
access to a different part of the parcel, asked if we could evaluate a possible well site. We thought this might present a better
opportunity for a good well location, so a date for the work was set. When we arrived at the site, the owner said, “I think there is
something going on here lately, and there is some kind of signal or sound that is making my chickens go crazy. They just
wander around aimlessly bumping into things, and they won’t lay any eggs.” Upon hearing this declaration, we began to wonder
whether the owner also might be affected by some strange unseen force or phenomenon. We told him we could possibly detect
a signal coming through the ground with our equipment. The chosen site was very close to the edge of the county road and powerlines, but was not a source of interference, nor did any unusual signals seem to be coming from radio broadcasting towers off in
the distance to the northwest. After evaluating the data, we told the owner this might be the “site of last resort” to develop a well.
Months later, we heard from the drilling contractor that during drilling, so much water was developed while air lifting, it flooded
the nearby county road, causing enough of a problem the traffic was delayed from time to time. So, the chain of “bad luck” for finding water on the property was broken after many years. Now, whether the chickens were still “crazy” after that, we never heard.

Jeremy
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Riding the Bullet

Compiled by Caleb
Whitaker, Associate Editor
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Have you ever wanted to soar across
the land and under the sea at great speeds
as you make your way to your next destination? India’s first bullet train project is
underway, which involves the construction of a line over 300 miles long connecting Ahmedabad in the western state
of Guirat, and the country’s commercial
capital of Mumbai. Current plans foresee
the Mumbai terminal station being built
under the Bandra Kurla Complex, which
is a modern business hub located where
a number of major domestic and foreign
companies have offices. According to
feasibility studies, there will be 12 stations along the line between Ahmedabad
and Mumbai. Trains sailing across the line
could reach speeds of nearly 200 miles
per hour.
India’s first undersea tunnel will be built between Mumbai and Thane, which is the next station. Soil and rocks at a depth of
230 feet beneath the sea are being tested as part of a geotechnical and geophysical investigation undertaken for the project.
These studies will determine if the ground can support the structure of the train. The 13-mile tunnel will run for nearly 5 miles
undersea, while the rest will run underground on land. The remaining distance of the line will be on aboveground tracks. The
Railway Ministry opted for an elevated corridor to avoid land acquisitions, and the need to build underpasses.
After the geotechnical survey is complete, a final location survey will begin, which will mark the alignment and exact spots
for the pillars the trains will run across at high speeds. It currently takes around seven hours to travel between Ahmedabad
and Mumbai, and the bullet train aims to reduce the time to about two hours. Construction of the corridor is expected to start
later this year and be completed by 2023.
High Speed Railway Corp. of India has been tasked with implementing the project. While target figures could be changed
depending on later demand forecasts, the plan is for 10-car trains to make the round trip 35 times a day during the first year,
carrying 36,000 passengers a day. By 2053, they aim to increase the number of cars to 16 per train, daily services to 105,
and the number of passengers per day to 186,000.

Bringing Geothermal to the Caribbean

GEO

Adapted from Information by Clean Power Nevis

The Caribbean Island of Nevis has commenced its geothermal development
project with a geothermal confirmation “Test Well,” which was drilled during the
ribbon-cutting ceremony. Deputy Premier Mark Brantley and President of NREI /
TEP Daniel Pfeffer were both present for the start of test well operations. The
well was drilled to confirm geothermal reservoir properties including flow rate,
temperature, and sustainability.
It is estimated Nevis has up to 300 megawatts (MWs) of geothermal power,
and some estimates calculate as much as 650 MWs. As Nevis becomes energy
self-sufficient, its renewable resources could benefit nearby island nations through
the construction of a submarine cable. After hurricanes damaged parts of the
Caribbean, many eastern Caribbean nations began seeking ways of implementing more resilient renewable energies capable of providing 24/7 power.
With an established goal to eliminate carbon dioxide emissions from power generation, Nevis is committed to leveraging
its proven geothermal resources. Nevis will be the first Caribbean island to utilize Binary Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) geothermal power generation which has a closed-loop system with zero carbon emissions.
Mark Brantley said, “This is an important step to enhancing the leadership of Nevis in the transformational impacts of the
new, post-fossil fuel world economy. The Nevis Geothermal Project will create increased economic growth, reduced power
costs, increase employment, and create new economic opportunities for local businesses.”

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Ronnie’s Real World

Here’s something everyone should be looking at and
guess who is concerned about it? you answered correctly, Justin
Hammond, that’s who. So young, and yet so very intelligent.

Future & Current Landscape of
Water Well Drilling Chapter 4

Justin Hammond, Martin B. Hammond Co. Ltd.

Justin has learned a great deal from the ground up, through his education at Sir
Sandford Fleming College, and from his family. I feel certain this part of his story came
from watching his family and other drilling contractors throughout his life. What is your
take on it?
Here is what Justin has to say . . .

“‘Why can’t prices budge?’ is what we ask ourselves. Well, through my experience, I’ve learned the answer
is simple - well drilling contractors are their own worst enemies. It turns out my family business has the reputation
for quality work and premium service. I often have conversations with customers that choose us over our competitors, even though we may be slightly more expensive. The same reason I buy Apple iPhones over Blackberry
devices, the upfront cost is more, but I get more for my money. Customers appreciate the detail we put into every aspect of having their
water well drilled, they realize the long-term benefit of having the job done right, instead of the job done cheaper. We realize that ‘It takes
years to create an excellent reputation, and five minutes to destroy it’, a quote from Warren Buffett.
There are a few core business principles we follow. For example, we hardly ever lower our prices, and are very hesitant to give any
discounts on any jobs. Our view is if you get a premium job done, that job deserves a premium price. you can’t simply walk into an Apple
store and bargain with the salesperson for a deal on an iPad; and you shouldn’t be able to do the same with a local business next door.
We also never deal for [unrecorded] cash. What is the good of the cash? We can’t pay bills, we can’t buy inventory, we can’t buy
new equipment, or pay employees. We can’t put it in the bank and reinvest it back into the business at all. In business terms, in my
books, cash under the table is dead money, messing up your books and taking up your sock drawers, leaving you looking behind your
shoulder for the CRA (Canada Revenue Agency). Set a premium price for your quality of work, and let your business enjoy what it rightfully earned instead of stealing from your own business. Price cutting is a race to the bottom; and striking under-the-table cash deals
are two of the reasons not all well drilling contractors are good business people . . .”
This truly is, Ronnie’s Real World . . .

To be continued next month . . .
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Book Highlighting
the History of
Tunneling in the U.S.

Adapted from Information by the
Society for Mining, Metallurgy, &
Exploration, Inc.

Imagine Washington, D.C., without
its clean and efficient Metro line; New
yo r k C i ty w i th o u t th e L i n c o l n a n d
Holland tunnels; or Boston without the
Big Dig. This nation without its tunnels
would be full of clogged streets, urban
gridlock, massive sewage and water pipes
along our sidewalks, and train routes
which would take hours longer just to go
around a mountain instead of going
straight through it.
For more than 200 years, tunnels
have been built to help solve some of
society’s most pressing and dangerous problems. yet the public rarely understands the complexity of boring through the earth
under urban skyscrapers or the danger of burrowing under rivers, lakes, and oceans.
The Society for Mining, Metallurgy, & Exploration Inc. (SME) announced the availability
of The History of Tunneling in the United States. This new publication examines how the tunneling industry has evolved, as well as some of the nation’s most pressing and dangerous
tunneling problems.
SME Executive Director David L. Kanagy said, “This publication will help the reader
understand the complex challenges and remarkable successes that tunneling experts have
achieved. SME is pleased to include this outstanding book in its ever-expanding library of scientific and technical support for members and nonmembers alike.”
This book, by construction experts who know the underground world better than anyone,
gives tunnels their long-deserved due. This is a story which can only be told by industry
experts who have studied the two-century journey, learned from it, and created the tools and
technology needed to improve it.
This is what the Underground Construction Association delivers with its beautifully told, richly illustrated book, which
includes a collection of museum-worthy historical photos. The tunneling industry is now big business, and it has a story and
a history worth telling.
Contents include:
x Timeline of Tunnel Milestones
x The Building of a Nation
x Societal Benefits
x Railroad Tunnels
x Transit Tunnels
x Highway Tunnels
x Water Tunnels
x Wastewater Tunnels
x Innovations in Tunneling
x The Future of Tunneling
For more information, visit the SME
Bookstore at www.smenet.org/store
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Notes from the Groundwater Guy

WTR

by Thomas E. Ballard, P.G., C.H.G.
Southeast Hydrogeology, PLLC

Well Design is More than just Drilling the Hole
One of the things we find with our water well clients is they often do not understand everything that
goes into the design and construction of a water supply well. So, many times a bit of education is in order.
Important considerations in well design to produce the best well possible include:
Filter pack sizing: If you are building a well using a filter pack, the gravel size should be selected which retains 40% of the
formation. This generally means a sieve analysis must be done to evaluate the grain size profile of the surrounding formation prior to selecting a gravel size for the filter pack.
Filter pack thickness: The ideal thickness of a filter pack should be about three inches. Any less can result in sanding in
the well, and any thicker can make well development difficult.
Screen type: Different screen types have different flow paths for the water to flow into the well. The more linear the path
of water through the screen and to the pump, the more efficient the well.
Screen opening size: The percentage of open space in the screen varies by screen type and opening size. Generally, the
greater the open area in a screen section, the more efficient the well.
Well diameter: The well casing diameter needs to be sufficient to install a pump capable of pumping at the rates supported
by the well. For instance, you are not going to be able to get 1000 gallons per minute from a six-inch well, because you
cannot install an adequate pump.
Entrance velocity: For maximum efficiency, water should flow into wells at less than 0.1 foot per second during pumping
conditions. Proper entrance velocity can be achieved by varying screen opening size, screen diameter, and screen length.
Ability to develop the well: This may be one of the most important aspects of well design. If the well is not properly developed, water cannot efficiently flow to the well. The screen type, screen opening size, filter pack size, and filter pack thickness can all directly affect the drilling professional’s ability to properly develop the well by determining how much energy
can be transferred through the screen and filter pack to remove the residual drilling mud.
All these factors, along with the actual drilling, can substantially affect the performance of the final well.

Tom

Tom Ballard may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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A Growing
Renewable
Resource

Adapted from a Press Release by the
U.S. Energy Information Administration
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where a push for green energy has
become more prevalent across the
United States. In 2016, wind generators
accounted for 8% of the operating electric generating capacity for the country,
more than any other renewable technology. Wind turbines accounted for more
than one-third of the nearly 200
gigawatts (GW) of utility-scale electricity
generating capacity added since 2007. The increase in wind development in the U.S. over the past decade reflects a combination of improved wind turbine technology, increased access to transmission capacity, renewable portfolio standards at the
state level, and federal production tax credits and grants.
More than half of U.S. wind capacity is located in five states - California, Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. In three
states - Iowa, Kansas, and Oklahoma - wind makes up at least 25% of in-state utilityscale generating capacity. Several states with the highest wind capacity are located in
the Midwest, which is a region with favorable wind resources.
Texas alone accounts for almost a quarter of total wind capacity in the U.S., and
electricity generated by these turbines made up 13% of Texas's total electricity output
in 2016. During particularly breezy times, wind can provide a much larger share of
Texas’s electricity generation. One example of this occurred in the early hours of
March 23, 2017, when wind output on the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT) grid in Texas accounted for up to 50% of the electricity generation mix, which
is the highest wind penetration level seen in the ERCOT electric system.
Distribution of wind power plants
Although wind makes up about 8% of the total U.S. electricity generating capacity,
in the lower 48 states.
wind generators provided a smaller share because wind turbines have relatively low
capacity factors. Capacity factors measure the output over a set period of time as a percentage of the total mechanical ability
the turbine uses to generate energy given sufficient wind. The capacity factors vary from about 25-40% for wind generators
depending on seasonal patterns and geographic location.
The average wind generating
facility in the United States consists of
about 50 turbines. However, the Alta
Wind Energy Center in Kern County,
California, is the largest wind power site
in the United States with 586 turbines
and a combined 1548 megawatts (MW)
of capacity across several separate
projects.
Until late 2016, all U.S. wind
capacity was on land. The first U.S.
offshore wind project, Block Island
Wind Farm, began commercial operation off the coast of Rhode Island in
December 2016 with a generating
capacity of just over 29 MW. Two
other offshore wind projects off the
coasts of Ohio (Icebreaker Windpower,
Inc.) and virginia (Dominion Energy)
are expected by 2020.
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Overseas Travel Management
by Ashish Rathi

National Sales Manager, Shakti Pumps USA LLC

Incidents and Accidents
e If your luggage is delayed or missed at your destination airNew & Used Bits,
port, immediately inform someone from your airline company
HDD Bits & Tools,
at the baggage counter and fill out any baggage recolDrag Bits & Wings,
lection/claim form given by them. Give them your destination address since
many airlines deliver the delayed luggage directly to your hotel or home the
Bolt-On Drag Bits,
next day.
Reverse Circulation
e If your luggage has been tampered with, report it to the police immediately.
Tools, Hole Openers,
e Never take on a mugger - quickly give them what they demand. Ideally, hand
Claw Bits, Stabilizers, Subs,
over your “dummy” wallet or purse.
Custom Tooling & Welding,
e If you’re robbed or have an accident, report it to the police - even if they can’t
Hammer Bits, Drill Collars,
do anything, you’ll need the crime/case number.
Pipe Wipers, and Drill Pipe.
e If you lost your passport, immediately file a report with the police. The police
report serves as proof for embassy-related formalities. Inform the nearby
Office: (661) 834-4348
embassy or consulate. They should issue a temporary passport, and you can
Rod Henderson / Eran Henderson
apply for a new one after getting back home.
661-201-6259 • 661-330-0790
Last, but not Least
e Apply for membership with airlines, hotels, rental car companies, etc. This will
sales@bitcobits.com
be helpful in the long run.
www.bitcoinc.us
e Many airlines allow you to choose your seat location, free of cost. Use this
service online as soon as you get your tickets.
e Inform/update your food choice online to the airline well in advance.
e Always keep your baggage tag in a secure place. you will need it if the airline
company delays your luggage.
e Keep a pen with you before starting your journey. you will need it to fill the
immigration forms at the time of departure from your home country and arriving
at your destination.
e Book your flights, hotels, and rental car as soon as you can to avoid higher charges.
e Don’t overeat or be hungry for a long time. Do remember you are on your own in a foreign land and should avoid any
possible situation which can create health issues.
e Keep some food in your carry-on bag. you might need it on a flight (if you don’t like the food) or at your destination
country if you will arrive there very late at night.

Ashish

Ashish Rathi may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

UK’s First Large-Scale Mine Water Energy Project
Compiled by Caleb Whitaker, Associate Editor, WorldWide Drilling Resource

®

GEO

Caerau Colliery is a former coal mine located in Bridgend, Wales, UK, which employed over 2000 men at the height of
its operation before being closed in 1977. Bridgend County Borough Council is investigating how water in the Colliery’s underground workings could be extracted using heat pump technology
and a network of pipes to warm nearby homes.
The water from the mine will be fed through a heat exchanger unit, which is a device roughly the size of a refrigerator fitted in
people’s homes. The heat generated from this exchanger will
then be passed through a heat pump, which in turn warms the
water used in the home’s central heating system. Instead of the
water from the mine entering the home’s central heating, it will
be pumped back underground, so it can heat back up naturally
and be reused.
Cabinet Secretary
for Energy, Planning
UK’s First cont’d on page 48.
Photos courtesy of Bridgend County Borough Council.
a n d R u r a l A ff a i r s ,
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Scotland Gold May Soon be Available

Compiled by Bonnie Love, Editor, WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

MIN

In the hills above the village of Tyndrum in Scotland, are the remains of old lead mines
which have been worked for nearly 600 years. Modern-day prospectors have their eyes
on a potential gold vein in the area and are in the process of reopening one of the old mine
shafts to explore its potential.
Recently, the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park Authority unanimously approved
Scotgold Resources’ plans to develop the Cononish Gold mine in Tyndrum.
Although nuggets of gold have been discovered in the rivers of Scotland for hundreds
of years, there has never been a commercial gold mine in the country. Scotgold plans to change all that by building a largescale gold and silver mining operation around the Cononish Deposit.
In addition to providing around 60 well-paying jobs during production, the project is expected to produce 12,000 ounces of gold per year
for up to 17 years, providing a significant boost to the local economy.
Plans include using clean, modern methods to recover the gold,
such as using gravity and flotation methods to separate the gold from
the quartz host. The company appreciates just how special the clear
streams and rivers of the Highlands are, so there will be no mercury
or cyanide used at the project.
The company’s Chief Executive Richard Gray said, “Everything
we’re doing will in fact, improve the overall environment in the longer
term. We feel that if we can make a success of Cononish and we operate to the environmental standards required to operate in a national
park successfully, then we’re more than well-equipped to operate anywhere else in Scotland.”
If all goes as planned, work should begin later this spring.
Editor’s Note: In between our print issues, the WWDR Team prepares an electronic newsletter called E-News Flash.
Flash Based on readership,
this was the most popular E-News Flash article of the month. Get in on the action and subscribe today at: www.worldwidedrillingresource.com

Education
Connection

Groundwater / Water Well
by: National Ground Water Assoc.
Field Methods: Groundwater
Sampling and Analysis
June 4-6 ~ Westerville, OH
Applications of Groundwater
Geochemistry
June 7-8 ~ Westerville, OH
Introduction to Organic
Groundwater Geochemistry
June 11 ~ Westerville, OH
The New MODFLOW Course:
Theory and Hands-On Applications
June 19-22 ~ Las vegas, Nv
phone: 614-898-7791
www.ngwa.org
Pumps
by: Franklin Electric
Irrigation / Industrial
June 19-20 ~ Wilburton, OK
phone: 800-348-2420
http://franklinwater.com/more/
training/franklintech-schedule/
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When the Oil Field
was on Display

Adapted from Information by
American Oil & Gas Historical Society

In 1967, the Smithsonian Institute’s
American history museum opened the
“Hall of Petroleum”, which included cable
tool and rotary drilling rigs, pump jacks,
and other oilfield exhibits. During the hall’s
tenure, thousands of visitors viewed examples of exploration and production advancements within the petroleum industry.
The main purpose of the hall was to
increase the public’s awareness and
respect for the technical skill and knowledge of those who worked in the petroleum industry by publically presenting the
nature of the steps used to find, produce,
and prepare oil for consumption. The hall
covered a wide range of applications,
including automobiles, airplanes, power
stations, household furnaces, and the petrochemical industry.
When visitors entered the exhibit hall, they were welcomed by a giant mural painted by Delbert Jackson, a distinguished
artist from Tulsa, Oklahoma, who spent two years panting his illustration of oil exploration, production, refining, and delivery. He titled the piece “Panorama of Petroleum”. It featured the faces
of 22 identifiable Tulsa oilmen and the artist - portrayed in the background as a roughneck. In
front of the mural, a rotary drill rig was displayed, which was originally used to drill water wells
in Texas, then shallow oil wells. The exhibit’s horse-powered machine called the Corsicana rig
is believed to be one of the oldest surviving examples of a rotary rig.
Many of the exhibits described drilling and completion technologies, which highlighted artifical
means used for well stimulation, lifting oil to the surface, refining methods, natural gas and petrochemicals, distribution of petroleum products to the consumer, and transportation. A section called
“Exploring by Drilling” revealed how a well in an area with no prior drilling or production of oil is called a wildcat.
When the Hall of Petroleum closed, the exhibits were dispersed or placed in storage. The mural was in storage for three decades
until the city of Tulsa recovered it, and in 1998, it was restored and installed at the Tulsa International Airport.

Drill Pipe Market Expects Increased Demand by 2025
Adapted from a Press Release by SB Wire

EXB

According to a recent report from TMR Research, a market research and consulting company, the global drill pipe market
is poised to see increased demand by 2025.
Drill pipe allows drilling fluids to travel toward the drill point and back upward through the annulus (the space between the
wellbore and casing, or between casing and tubing, where fluid flows). Typically made from
aluminum or steel, drill pipe is available in different sizes, strengths, and wall thicknesses.
Their length is usually 27-32 feet, and they are able to withstand massive internal and external
pressure, distortion, bending, and vibration as they can rotate and lift the bottom hole assembly (BHA). Drill pipe must be able to withstand the massive pressure applied by the
ground toward the outer walls of the pipe, as well as the pressure from the fluids within. This
involves the use of tempered steel tubes, which can be expensive.
The spiking demand for energy and progress in drilling technologies, such as pad drilling
and horizontal drilling, are expected to amp up output and demand even further.
Increased activity from shale reserves, coalbed methane, and tar sands projects is also
expected to impact demand. Additionally, the continued spike in global petroleum consumption could create major growth opportunities in the near future.
North America is a key region due to its increasing shale gas exploration and production
in the U.S.; Canada will also be another important market in the region. The Middle East and
Photo of drill pipe courtesy
Africa are crucial markets due to large number of reserves, mainly offshore.
of Endot Industries, Inc.
In terms of growth, Asia Pacific, powered by China, will outshine all other regions. This
will be mainly because of the flexible and simple regulatory situation in China, India, Indonesia, and Singapore.
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How Friction Welding Creates High-Quality Drill Pipe
Adapted from Information by Helanbak

Helanbak began by purchasing a drill bit company back in 2014, and immediately added drill pipe to its product offerings.
While working with the different methods of manufacturing drill pipe, the company noticed key advantages of using friction welding.
It provided the consistency and speed of automation, while still requiring experienced machinists to ensure every joint of drill pipe
meets top quality control specifications.
Friction welding involves combining two tool joint ends to a midbody tube using friction and the heat caused by it, to fuse the
pieces together. First and foremost, you must start with high-quality materials for both the tool joints and the tube. Helanbak tool joints
are 4140-alloy steel which have been hardened by quenching and tempering, and the midbody tube must have minimum API Grade
N80. This grade boasts a minimum yield strength of 80,000 psi (maximum 110,000 psi), which is the pressure before metal deformation.
The tool joints are individually installed in the spindle which has been precalibrated for outside diameter (OD) and inside
diameter (ID). Depending on the OD (from 2-3/8 to 5-1/2 inches), the welding and forging ranges from 150-500 psi. Once the
tool joint is installed, the midbody tube is placed onto the bed and securely clamped.
The tube is aligned with the tool joint, and the welding process begins.
Precalculated and programmed pressures are applied with RPMs (revolutions
per minute) ranging from 1100-1800. Once the weld is complete, a cutter bar removes
any remaining metal, leaving a strong, seamless weld. The post-heating process,
with a minimum temperature of 1600ºF (870ºC),
ensures a uniform chemistry between the tube
and tool joints.
Once the tool joints have been machined
and the threads have been inspected, the
company engraves a unique tracking number
for customer traceability. After the post heat process, the finished drill pipe is ready to be
coated and thread protectors are ready to be installed. Then it’s off to the drill site!
Using this method, the Helanbak facility is able to manufacture at least 60 joints per day,
at a rate of 3-4 minutes cycle time per pipe end. The company is dedicated to manufacturing
customized drill pipe, bits, and drilling accessories for the water well, geothermal, and mining
industries.
See our ad in the WorldWide SUPER MART™ on page ___.
59

In Memoriam

Kenny Walker (1959~2018)

With sadness and heavy hearts, Mobile Drill International informed of the passing of Kenny Walker on
March 25, 2018.
Born in Oklahoma City in 1959; Kenny later graduated from high school in Indianapolis. He then joined
the U.S. Army for four years, going on to serve in the National Guard for eight years. Kenny most recently
worked for Mobile Drill International.
He was also the drummer for a traveling Christian praise and worship team, as well as an avid outdoorsman, hunter, and
fisherman. He was known as a truly wonderful man who was courteous, warm, kind, caring, hardworking, and one of those special people who made everyone around him feel a little better. He will be sorely missed.
Kenny is survived by his wife of 27 years, Toni; daughters Katie (Andrew) and Rachel; parents Roger and Derotha Doss;
siblings Chris (Shalane), Pamela (Dale), Cindy (John); and other extended family.

Thomas Lauren “Tom” Stevens

The Minnesota Water Well Association informed of the passing of member Thomas Lauren “Tom”
Stevens on March 29, 2018. He was 84 years old.
Beginning work in the water well industry in 1958, Tom founded T. L. Stevens Well Company in Maple
Plain, Minnesota, in 1994. His son Joe assumed company operations when Tom retired in 2015.
Tom is survived by his wife of 60 years, JoAnn; children Paul (Jennifer), Joe (Susan), Kelly, and Clare
(Peter); four grandchildren; and his brother Richard.

The management and staff of WWDR express their condolences to Kenny and Tom’s family, friends, and colleagues.

Lest we forget...
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A Better Way for Site Remediation?

Adapted form Information by Directional Technologies Inc.

DIR

Drilling projects can often encounter environmental challenges. In one such
case, traditional methods of remediation presented a number of issues for drilling
professionals and a local business, so a different method was chosen. The site
contained a small, active gasoline station impacted with petroleum hydrocarbons in
the subsurface. The contaminant plume was located in a high-traffic area, beneath
a canopy, and adjacent to active underground storage tanks.
Using traditional methods and vertical wells at the site would not only have
made access for remediation difficult, but it would have been intrusive to everyday
activities around the site. Traditional methods would have required extensive
trenching around the building to connect remediation wells to the system compound. It would have required saw cutting when trenching through paved surfaces,
which presents dangers to shallow subsurface utility lines and requires dust control
measures. During installation trench plates, safety cones, caution tape, and barricades would have been necessary to protect the trenching - all of which are unattractive features at an active site,
especially one with an open business trying to attract customers.
Completion of trenches would have
required fill material, compaction,
rebar, and concrete resurfacing all at great cost to the project budget. Once completed, paving scars
could create permanent eyesores
for the site owner, potentially reducing the property value.
The solution? Horizontal Remediation Wells (HRWs) were installed by experienced environmental directional drilling professionals. HRWs have been utilized in
the environmental industry for 25 years, and are a proven method for site remediation. Whether the remedial method is extraction or injection, HRWs can be
installed anywhere beneath a site from a single entry point located near the remediation system compound. The HRWs extend directly from the remediation system into the petroleum contaminant plume.
Typically, one HRW can provide the same radius of influence as multiple vertical remediation wells. Therefore, HRWs are cost
effective when compared to traditional vertical well system installations, and routinely outperform vertical wells.
Installing HRWs with directional drilling does not interrupt site activities, leaves no paving scars, and is safer for site personnel. For this site, the use of directional drilling to install HRWs avoided hundreds of feet of trenching around the building,
which would have resulted in major site disruptions.
Lesley Griffiths said, “Our ambition is for our nation to be a world leader in pioneering low-carbon energy. This is a cutting-edge model of generating a clean source
of renewable energy, drawing on the legacy of our coal mining heritage.”
Test drilling for a feasibility study was carried out at the Old Brewers site in Caerau, and the mining void was full of water
to a depth of 750 feet. The British Geological Survey has been involved in testing the temperature, chemistry, and volume of
the water. Temperatures are expected to be warm enough for the project to be a success.
The project is modeled after a similar one in the Netherlands, where the world’s first mine water power station was opened
in 2008. However, the Caerau model promises to be the first ever large-scale mine water energy project in the UK. It would
attract further investment to the area and address fuel poverty by cutting
energy bills. While the initial heat network will involve 150 properties, a
school, and church, there may be potential to warm up to 1000 homes.
Additional funding for the project, which is a demonstrator project for
the UK Government-led Smart System and Heat Programme, will be made
up by the UK Government, Energy Systems Catapult, and Bridgend
County Borough Council. Construction is expected to start in 2020, with
the first 150 homes being heated by winter 2021.
Professor Hywel Thomas, Cardiff University’s pro vice-chancellor for
research, innovation, and engagement said, “This is proving to be a fascinating research project that is deepening our understanding of subsurface geometry and the hydraulics of mine workings. This innovative, low carbon source of heat energy could help Bridgend
County Borough Council meet government targets of reducing UK carbon emissions by 80% by 2050.”
UK’s First cont’d from page 43.
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by Gary Bartholomew, submitted by Tim Rasmussen

Dear Friends,
I am writing from our headquarters in Puptun, Guatemala. The Government
Ministry of Health asked us to drill at their health clinics in San Antonio and Santa Amelia.
These clinics, as is common with other similar village clinics, have no water. Any items needing
to be washed have to be taken to the river ¼-mile away. Several hundred people live in each
of these villages. Santa Amelia is a large village with no motels, lots of pigs, and bare-butt little
boys.
Dave Rutledge from Arlington, Washington, and his brother-in-law Monte Johnson from
Phoenix, Arizona, came to the project yesterday and were eager to get drilling. Bucky and
Speedy had spent two days doing service and maintenance on the rig. Today, we moved the
drill rig to Santa Amelia. After leaving the pavement north of Poptun in Machaquila, we had 31 miles of dirt road in terrible condition to negotiate. It would take us four hours through worse-than-usual potholes, bumps, and ditches.
I stopped at about 16 miles, and went back to see how the guys were doing. Dave said he was hoping we had at least
gone 25 miles, instead of only 16; and Monte thought we had arrived at the site. He couldn’t believe we were only halfway.
Just a little way back, across from a house selling tortillas, I saw a sign that said, “Tumulo, Alto” and had a great laugh, wishing
we could go fast enough to need a warning to slow down and stop. I told the guys drilling the well would seem really nice after
this ordeal.
When we arrived at the clinic there was a large group of villagers eagerly waiting for us. The rig sank deeply into the rainsoaked mud just a few feet from the building, so this determined where we would drill. We had previously arranged for the villagers to bring water for drilling from the river, and they dutifully began nearly running the distance, carrying their five-gallon
containers to fill our open-headed barrel.
The derrick was being raised when I left the site for the drive back to the shop. We will likely get just one well done in this
area this season as we have other villages waiting anxiously for us. As I headed back, my thoughts were, “We need a small
rotary drill here to allow us to drill four wells instead of one.”
Arrangements had been made for Dave and Monte to “sleep in the village and be provided with safe food”. I am anxious
to know how they will get along.
Gary Bartholomew
If you would like to help, contact Gary Bartholomew at 509-466-5075 or 509-939-1941

Tim

Tim Rasmussen may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
Diesel fuel was thrown away as an
unusable by-product of petroleum
refining for more than 40 years.
Rudolf Diesel designed a revolutionary
engine in 1892 to use the previously
discarded by-product of petroleum
refining we call diesel fuel.
LNG (liquefied natural gas) is made
when natural gas is cooled to temperature of -260ºF (-162ºC). When it
becomes liquid its volume is reduced
615 times, which can be done by
cooling the gas.
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2018 Osterberg Memorial Lecturer - Jack Hayes
Adapted from Information by
Deep Foundations Institute and MARL Technologies

C&G

In honor of Dr. Jorj O. Osterberg - one of the true pioneers of geotechnical engineering - the annual Osterberg Memorial Lecture and Award was established by
Deep Foundations Institute (DFI) corporate member Loadtest, in conjunction with the
DFI Educational Trust. The Osterberg Memorial Lecture and Award recognizes innovations in deep foundations construction related to engineering design, testing, or
education. The DFI 2018 Osterberg Memorial Lecture was sponsored by MARL
WWDR photos.
Technologies.
John A. (Jack) Hayes, P. Eng., D.I.C., founder and former president of Loadtest,
Inc., presented the DFI 2018 Osterberg Memorial Lecture at the recent International Foundations Congress and Equipment
Expo. Hayes was recognized for his pioneering work with Osterberg cell
(O-cell) load tests. As one of the founders of Loadtest, Jack has helped
to transform high-capacity load testing worldwide. He has been involved
with all aspects of O-cell load testing, including administration, project development, specification, field assembly and installation, as well as instrumentation, testing, analysis, and reporting. During his tenure, Loadtest has
carried out over 1000 O-cell bidirectional load tests.
Murray Innes with MARL Technologies said, “Jack’s one of the finest
engineers we’ve ever worked with in the field, so we were thrilled to learn
he was the 2018 Osterberg Memorial lecturer. We could not have been
more proud to sponsor his lecture . . . [Drilling professionals] rave about
Jack Hayes standing beside his son John (left)
working with him. I believe this is because although Jack is one of the most
and MARL Technologies’ Murray and Dan.
respected and knowledgeable engineers in the industry, he approached
every project as an opportunity to learn something new about subsurface soils from the [drill operators]. He views [them] as
his peers. He truly values [their] insight and actively seeks it out . . . Engineers give awards to engineers all the time, but honestly, there should really be an award for engineers given by [drilling professionals]. Jack would certainly be at the top of any
list of candidates.”

Open House with Lunch ~ A Great Combo
by Ed Moranski, Chief Marketing Officer
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

WTR

Blue skies and cool temperatures welcomed me to the valley Farms Supply
Open House in Lansing, Michigan, on Friday, March 23. The tour of the facility
was impressive. Part of the Headwater Companies family, valley Farms Supply
has an extremely large inventory of piping products for water well drilling and
pump installation professionals to complete their jobs. There’s no waiting for
parts to get ordered - they have everything you need IN STOCK. Also, their
unique rental pump program and
pump testing facility can diagnose
troublesome problems.
Many manufacturer representatives were on
hand to answer questions and display their products. What open house would be complete withWWDR photos.
out door prizes and some tasty treats to eat?
Eastside Fish Fry & Grill, featured on Guy Fieri’s
Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives television program, provided an outstanding lunch. If you are
in the area, make sure to check out valley Farms Supply, and head on over to the Eastside
for lunch. you will not be disappointed.

To see all the photos from this event, go to
www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.
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Recovering Rare Earth Elements
from Coal and its Byproducts

Adapted from Information from the U.S. Department of Energy

MIN

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) announced four projects selected to move on to a second phase of research to
explore the recovery of rare earth elements (REE) from coal and coal by-products. The agency plans to invest $17.4 million
to develop and test different recovery systems.
REEs are chemical elements found in the
earth’s crust. These elements are essential for the
components of electronics, computer and communication systems, transportation, health care, and
national defense. Recently, demand for these elements has increased significantly. It is for this reason, the search for developing economically feasible
approaches for domestic REE recovery have
become a priority. The four projects selected will
further the goals of the agency’s REE program by
focusing on the development of cost-effective and
environmentally benign approaches for its recovery.
The selected projects fall under two specific
areas of interest. The first of which is bench-scale
technology to economically separate, extract, and
concentrate mixed REEs from coal and its byproducts, including aqueous effluents, followed by pilot-scale technology.
The following two bench-scale projects were selected under area of interest 1:
; The University of North Dakota Institute for Energy Studies will use North Dakota subbituminous lignite coal and coalrelated material as feedstock to test their REE recovery system. In addition to producing REEs, the team plans to recover
other material from the lignite feedstock to produce one or more value-added products.
; West virginia University Research Corporation will use acid mine drainage solids as a feedstock for recovery of REEs
and other useful materials. The solids are from Northern Appalachian and Central Appalachian bituminous coal seams
in West virginia.
Two pilot scale-projects were
selected under area of interest 2:
; Physical Sciences, Inc. will use
coal fly ash physically processed
near Trapp, Kentucky, as its source.
Fly ash is a by-product of burning
bituminous coal in a power plant
boiler. The select portion will be
shipped to a Pennsylvania location
for subsequent processing to create
the final REE product. Researchers
also plan to evaluate recovery of
other useful materials from fly ash.
; The University of Kentucky
Research Foundation will use two
sources of coal preparation (coal
washing) by-product for recovery of
REEs. The team will also recover
dry, fine coal from the material. The
first location for installation and testing of the pilot plant will be at a coal
preparation plant in Perry County,
Kentucky, which processes bituminous coal while the second location
will be at a coal preparation plant
which processes Illinois Basin bituminous coal near Nebo, Kentucky.
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New Water-Activated Product Helps with Repairs
Adapted from Information by Clock Spring Company, LP

Clock Spring Company, LP (Clock Spring), a manufacturer of permanent and temporary composite pipeline and pipe
work repair solutions, has launched Contour WA™ - a composite solution featuring an engineered, biaxial stitched e-glass
tape saturated with a water-activated polyurethane resin. The new product, which is designed for application on lines up to
1500 psi, repairs corrosion and mechanical damage on process
piping. It is designed for abrasion-resistant coatings and horizontal
directional drilling runs for pipes under roads and rivers.
All Clock Spring solutions are executed without hot work or
welding, and require no heavy installation equipment. “Controlling
installation variables and increasing safety are first principles in
Clock Spring’s R&D [research and development] program,” said
Clock Spring CEO Matt Boucher.
To provide a controlled installation, the Contour WA solution utilizes several innovative elements. The product is packaged with the
Clock Spring Sprayer™, a measured dispenser which ensures an
accurate and consistent water-to-resin ratio, guaranteeing proper
curing and a quality repair. Meticulous control during the installation of Contour WA prevents overwetting, eliminating wastewater, and the potential for environmental violations.
The Clock Spring solution also employs a wet film thickness meter to ensure the proper amount of primer is applied prior
to installation. Once the Contour WA is in place, Clock Spring AnchorPly™ secures the installed repair to facilitate curing.
Clock Spring Anchor Ply requires no sanding or perforating prior to the final Uv coating process, which means there is no
dust produced in the installation process. When the Contour WA installation is complete, a durometer hardness gauge, included in the Clock Spring QC kit, allows installers to verify fibers have cured properly.
“Clock Spring is driving an increased level of sophistication in product development in the composite pipeline repair
industry,” Boucher said. “Quality control, safety, and sustainability are as important to Clock Spring as developing products
that are cost effective and easy to install to deliver consistent, reliable results.”

Oil/Water Exploration

G&O

by Harold White

Buckeye Chapter of
National Drilling
Association
Indoor/Outdoor
Training Expo III
Newcomerstown, OH

May 16 - 17, 2018

• Live Drilling Demonstrations
• Safety Presentations
• Great BBQ
• Buckeye Chapter Meeting
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you cannot find an aquifer, creek, or river by looking at
core samples and cuttings. They will show there is gas, oil,
or water if there is some, but probably does not show you
where the creek, aquifer, gas, or oil creek is. If the core cutting shows oil, the creek is probably there, or close. Take
tests, check the fluid in the hole, take a pump test. The samples may be in the creek or river, and it may be way off to the side. Then which
way and where is the center of the creek to make a good productive and valuable
well?
I can find the center of the volume or flow of the fluid. They are all valuable if
they produce enough, and I can tell a lot about this from the surface. I know where
there are a lot of potential gas and oil fields around that no one is aware of and I
do not have to know the names of the materials or stratas to find any of the fluids.
Cores and cuttings are not an immediate help for me to find large creeks or rivers
of any fluids. However, if I had information from cores showing land tilt and direction of probable flow saying at this level all creeks would flow north, south, east, or
west for miles, it would help. All moving fluids are going downslope, meaning down
the geologic slope, which changes a lot - sometimes maybe 14 or more times in
2000 feet, and in different places a lot less. All places vary.
So I have five - and more if I can - directions of gas, oil, or water creeks centered on each drill site. Knowing the depth of each direction of fluid flow would
help.

Harold

Harold White may be contacted via e-mail to
michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Letter from the President

Reprinted with Permission from the
Indiana Ground Water Association, Inc., September 2017 Newsletter
by Rusty McGrew, President

Memorial Day 2018:
WWDR honors those who
lost their lives in service
to our country.

. . . Often when I get in a really nasty situation within a crawl space, I distract
myself by making up songs about the crawl space. What follows is one of my own
personal classics best sang to the tune of “The Sound of Silence” by Simon and
Garfunkel. I hope you know the tune.
Hello crawl space, my old friend,
I’ve come to work in you again,
Many people think you are creepy,
And often you can be stinky,
But the work that must be done
inside of you
Pays the bills
And hardly ever kills
Working inside the crawl space.
With my toolbox I crawl along
Hoping this job won’t take long,
Shining my light what do I see,
Two beady eyes looking at me
I have crawled way too far to turn
back and get out
So I just shout
And continue in the crawl space.
And as my path travels on
I notice something wet is on the floor
Something is really stinking
The sewer pipe it is leaking
My hat fell off and I think it’s in my hair
And underwear
As I work in the crawl space.
I reach the tank it is heavy
It doesn’t have a tank tee
I wish I would not have drank coffee
Because of course I now have to pee
And now I have to crawl back to get
what I need
It won’t be easy
Oh the fun of the crawl space.
At last the job is done
He says it looked like fun
I say it’s time for him to pay
He says I really cannot today
His wife has the checkbook
And now he thinks that I’m a crook
When all I did
Was work inside his crawl space!
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Escaping the Raging Sea

Adapted from Information by
the Norwegian Coastal Administration

The Stadhavet Sea is the most exposed and dangerous area along the coast
of Norway. The combination of wind, currents, and waves just south of Stad, Norway,
create complex and unpredictable navigational conditions. Even on less windy
days, there can still be difficult sailing conditions since heavy waves can continue to rage for a number of days after winds have died down. To aid ships traveling around this portion of the Norwegian coastline, the world’s first full-scale ship tunnel is being planned to reduce the risk
of incidents and accidents, while allowing for shipping regularity.
While many pieces of the puzzle still need to be put into place before construction begins, a soft start date for construction
on the tunnel has been slated for 2019. Terje Andreassen, project manager for the Stad Tunnel at the Norwegian Coastal
Administration (NCA) said, “We experience great interest in the project, beyond that it is a project that will secure safe journeys
and transportation of passengers and freight on the most exposed and dangerous part of the Norwegian coast . . . we have
shared film, photographs, and interviews with journalists in the UK, the US, Germany,
Poland, Brazil, Argentina, and Australia. We expect the interest to become even greater
when the actual construction begins.”
Studies analyzed a number of alternate cross sections and routes for the project, leading
to the final route being selected where the Stad Peninsula is at its narrowest point and waters
are sufficiently shielded to allow ships to use the tunnel in the majority of weather conditions.
The NCA has prepared a concept selection report, which discusses the alternatives, a small
Illustrations of the Stad Tunnel,
tunnel, and a large tunnel. The government stated they wish to proceed with a pilot project,
courtesy of the NCA.
working on the basis of the large tunnel, which is considered to have greater potential.
During construction, conventional blasting using underground drilling rigs and pallet rigs is envisioned. The structure will
be more simular to a large and long mountain hall than a tunnel. The upper part of the ship tunnel will be run the same way as
conventional road tunnels. Then, construction will work downwards, layer by layer through a method called pallet blasting.
During the construction period, thresholds will most likely be placed at both ends of the tunnel to prevent water from entering
the construction site. The tunnel’s estimated figures include a length of 5500 feet, height of 160 feet, width of 120 feet, and a
construction timeframe of 3-4 years.

Open the Doorway to all the Event Photos
during Mountain States Groundwater Expo 2018.

The Hunter

by Frederick Leroy Taylor

I decided to go hunting
Just me and my ole hound.
Things were quiet around the house
there was no one else around.

I picked up my gun and called my dog
put on my boots and slicker.
It sure was foggy out there that night
but this man is not a quitter.
I didn’t know how dark it was.
The lantern didn’t make much light
But I’ll just go a little ways,
I’m sure I’ll be alright.
This going out all by yourself
to hunt for fur and stuff
It’s not what it’s cracked up to be
In fact, it’s getting tough.

To see all the photos from this event, go to
www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.

Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling Resource ®.

Photos are copyrighted and released for personal use only - no commercial use permitted.
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My BB gun was about worn out
and my hound was just a pup.
Since I was only nine-years old,
I decided to give it up.

It made me feel quite grown-up
To be out there alone
But I was nearly scared to death
And hurried my way back home.

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Always Remember to Look Up and Live!
Adapted from the New Jersey Ground Water Association
and Occupational Safety and Health Administration

The New Jersey Ground Water Association sent a very sad e-mail reminder of
how dangerous drilling work can be if the rules are not heeded. Recently, another
life was lost when a drill operator raised his derrick into live overhead power lines.
The association is urging everyone to follow the simplest rule: Look Up and Live!
The U.S. Department of Labor ’s Occupational Safety and Health
Rockmore
Administration (OSHA) has established safety regulations when using cranes and
derricks near power lines.
International
The rules start out by noting, before beginning equipment operations, the
(503) 682-1001
employer must mark boundaries, and prohibit anyone from operating equipment
past those boundaries, or defining the work zone as the area 360 degrees around
rockmore-intl.com
the equipment, up to the equipment's maximum working radius.
Employers must determine if any part of the equipment, load line, or load
(including rigging and lifting accessories), if operated up to the equipment's maxiThis company
mum working radius in the work zone, could get closer than 20 feet to a power line.
If so, the employer must meet certain requirements, as defined in the regulations.
provides outstanding
The employer must conduct a planning meeting with the operator and other
workers who will be in the area of the equipment to review the location of the power
service!
line(s), and the steps to be implemented to prevent encroachment/electrocution.
Power lines should always be presumed to be energized unless the utility owner/operator confirms a power line has been
and continues to be deenergized and visibly grounded at the work site.
Please take a moment to review the OSHA safety regulations at:
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&p_id=19

If you haven’t already, please fill this form out completely
and return it to ensure continued delivery.

WorldWide Drilling Resource ® Subscription Information

I am a:
Drilling Contractor:
___
Geologist:
___
Manufacturer:
___
Mining Contractor:
___
Pump Installer:
___
Student:
___
Supplier:
___
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I am involved in:
Construction/Geotechnical: ___
Directional:
___
Environmental:
___
Exploration/Blasthole:
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Geothermal:
___
Shallow Gas/Oil:
___
Mining:
___
Water:
___
Other:______________(specify)

My position is: Owner: ___
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Sales Professional: ___
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Street/PO:___________________________________________________________________

City:________________________________________________________________________

State/Province:_________________________________Postal Code:___________________

Country:_____________________________________________________________________

Telephone #:_________________________________________________________________
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**In between print issues, the WWDR Team prepares an electronic newsletter called E-News Flash sent directly
to your e-mail address. Would you like to receive it as well?
Yes
No

I would like to:

Start my NEW Subscription.

RENEW my Subscription

Signature

CANCEL my Subscription.
Date

Mail to WWDR,
WWDR PO Box 660, Bonifay, FL 32425, fax to 850-547-0329, text to 850-541-6010,
e-mail to sub@worldwidedrillingresource.com Or fill out the form online at www.worldwidedrillingresource.com
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WorldWide SUPER

Call Now!

MART™

850-547-0102

Apparel
119

Apparel and other items
celebrating what you do best ~ drill.

www.drillerslife.com

119-683

QUICK CASH MONEY
Paid for Drill Rigs, Pump Hoists,
Mud Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.
RENE HENDON Tel: 281-260-0880

120-120
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220-1238

Jerry’s Bit Service Inc.
710 CR 3336
Paradise TX 76073 USA
(940) 683-2874
Fax: (940) 683-2874
Mobile: (940) 393-2394
Contact: Jerry Shoemaker
jerryshoemaker54@yahoo.com

220-648

Hydraulic-Pneumatic tools in stock.
Sizes 1” to 20”.

Jerry’s Bit Service Inc. will meet your
every drilling need. We service and sell
tricone, PDCs, as well as hole openers.
Rather rent a PDC? No problem. Got you
covered. Our company will repair your
PDC regardless if it is a rental or purchase.

Model 113HD
All Hydraulic
Sizes 1"-13"

220-919

SALE

Mention this ad and
receive sales discount.

220-712

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

220-822

2547 W Success Way
Emmett, ID 83617
(208) 365-3492 • Fax: (208) 365-3792
rauchmfg.com
rauchmfg@frontiernet.net
MAY 2018

238-673
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We Buy and Sell All Makes & Models!

SEMCO, INC.
All-Hydraulic Hydrorench
S112H in Stock
1-12” Four Rollers
Breaks Pipe, Makes Pipe to Torque Specs
800-541-1562

238-135

For Sale - BE Rigs All Sizes!
Wanted - BE Rigs All Sizes!
For Sale - Rotary Rigs
***NEW Smeal / Hunke Pump Hoist***

Buy / Sell Used Pump Hoists - All Makes!

740-408-0725

TekMark Industries
Internal Casing Lifter 35 Tons

305-982

(2) 55 SpeedStars, and Alten 32A, 24A.
Call for price on rigs.
269-963-2529 or
E-mail: cablewelldriller42@yahoo.com
Ray Leonard, Battle Creek, MI USA
305-170

Hocker Drilling and Fishing Tools
Special Price on Cable Tools! We
accept Visa & Master Card. New &
Used Cable Tools, Rope Sockets,
Stems and Bailers.
Call 270-926-2889

307-107

Flush Joint Elevator

Casing Holder 35 Tons

PVC Cutoff & Torch Guide
DTH Spear - PVC Puller
Heavy Column Pipe Holder
Other Casing Tools
tekmarkwellcasingtools.com
800-747-2485 or 509-747-2485

If it takes less than five minutes to
320-254
fall asleep, it is likely linked to sleep
healthy
sleeper
$8.00 per line. Classified displaydeprivation.
(photo, box,Alogo
included)
per takes
column inch: 1x $71, 3x $69, 6x $67, 12x $62.
about
15
minutes.
A 238-574
850-547-0102
Stocking Distributor of Genuine Geoprobe®
Tooling & Supplies

ONE OWNER - NO SALT - INDOOR KEPT

Torch Guides
D

Clean SpeedStar Cable Tool Rig, mtd.
on like-new 2009 Ford 650 Super Duty
w/Cummins diesel, 6-spd man. trans. (2)
catheads; leveling screw jacks; welder; (2)
toolboxes between cab and rig; telescoping center drill rest; several bailers; Grundfos
20 gpm constant pres. jet pump for water
onboard; extra storage; mudtrack rack beneath; oxygen/acetylene tank holder racks;
full tooling; 2008 Cat® diesel deck engine
pre-emission with 1300 hrs. Rig and all
components in excellent condition and
ready to work. CALL FOR PRICING and
more details. (Frederic, Wisconsin)
Brant Beecroft 715-653-2635
58

305-863
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Geoprobe® Rentals (420M, 6712DT, 7822DT)
PrePacked Well Screens
Injection Tooling
Vapor Sampling

Manholes (H20, M-306, Aircraft Rated)
Morrison Bros. Co.®
Johnson Screens®
Proactive Pumps®

888-240-4328 609-631-8939 (fax)609-631-0993

Torch Guides 6" thru 16"
Mix & Match for a 20% discount
6” Sale Price.......$59.00 • 8”.......$79.00

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

320-490

ectmfg.com
proactivepumps.com torquerplug.com

Drill Collars
425

401-719

NEW 4¾” smooth drill collars w/3½
IF threads; 30', 20' w/breakout flats,
and 10' long.
JWS Equipment Ph: 405-794-3600
dannystull.jws@gmail.com
425-784

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

R & R DRILLING INC.
800-874-3907

PH. 423-626-5302 FAX. 423-626-1232
E-mail: airdocron1@gmail.com
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SULLAIR Compressors
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TEI HCM Geo-drill w/RDS 550 rotary
drive head, 2-speed rotary, 1000 ft/lb.
Mounting plate for tracked skid-steer,
(2) hyd. leveling jacks, downhole hammer.

458-814

INGERSOLL-RAND
AIR COMPRESSORS
NEW & REBUILT
HR2s - HR2.5
AIRENDS IN STOCK
Schramm Distributor

GHH - RAND

Distributor of Genuine GHH Rand Parts

Will Ship Worldwide!
NEW & REBUILT SULLAIR
& GHH COMPRESSORS
SHIPPING WORLDWIDE

Gus Pech Brat dual head drill rig on 6x6,
(3) winches w/jib, GD mud pump, all hyd rig.

Geo-Loop 50-500 grout pump mtd. on
24’ tandem axle trailer, 80-gal. stainless
steel mixing tank, tandem hyd. driven 5”
bore 8” stroke piston pump, 2-cyl. Honda
gasoline engine, quantity spare parts.
Package price.........................$82,500
For more information call:
Jack Erickson 580-370-9219
Mark Erickson 605-209-6720

452-869

Sullair 750/350 to 1350/500
GHH 204/128 and CF 1000
Excellent Exchange Prices!

335-183

900 cfm/350 psi Sullair rebuilt air end
model 02250056-648................$15,000
1170 cfm/350 psi Ingersoll-Rand/Cat®
C15. New cooler, skid, and paint. Looks
better than new.........................$99,000
Gardner Denver Joy/WB12 booster/
Cat® C16...................................$95,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. series 60..$50,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. 12V 92 ..$60,000
Call Alan Lang: 801-554-2419

Atlas Copco XRHS, 750 cfm 300+ psi,
less than 400 total hours.

DRILL PIPE MANUFACTURER

335-1027

Petol Wrenches
6-1/8 Hammer Bits
Tool Guide for ‘71 SpeedStar
Miscellaneous Tools
Call for details: 304-636-8922

460-734

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Ingersoll Rand Air Package KOC-4,
1500 cfm @ 500 psi, 4-stage Cat®.

Sprague and Henwood skid-mounted core
drill, Longyear chuck, Ford diesel power.
Sierra Equipment: (510) 887-7500

452-1215

Connections

Mayhew JR
a Mayhew Reg
a AW / AWJ
a NW / NWJ
a

a API

Reg
IF
a FEDP
a & Others
a API

601-736-6112
INFO@HELANBAK.COM
HELANBAK.COM
MAY 2018
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(Drill Pipe)
(435)

SEMCO INC.

Drill Pipe In Stock
2-3/8 x 2-3/8 May. x 20’..............$410
2-3/8 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’...................$420
2-7/8 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’...................$475
3-1/2 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’...................$475
3-1/2 x 3-1/2 IF x 20’...................$550
4-1/2 x 2-7/8 IF x 20’...................$550
4-1/2 x 2-7/8 IF x 25’...................$570
5 x 3-1/2 IF x 20’.........................$725
Weld-On Tool Joints - Used Drill Pipe
Call: RENE HENDON 281-260-0880
renehendon@yahoo.com

435-120

-WANTED20 to 300 hp vertical hollow
shaft pump motors.
Good or Bad! Will pick up!!
800-541-1562

1” Thru 16” Elevators
All steel with safety latch.
800-541-1562
Fax 719-336-2402

www.SEMCOoflamar.com
Display
Quote 12 Times
Ship by
same day

1.983" x $62/in = $122.95 + $15 (color) =
$137.95 per month

- $41.95 (special discount) = $96
515-135

Easy Lift
Casing Elevators

Atlas
“Pure Strike”
Hydraulic
Casing
Hammers

510-135

SkyRex

Water Well Elevators
1” to 24”
With or Without Base
& PVC Elevators

SAME DAY SHIPPING!
Rex McFadden Co., Inc.
806-791-3731
See our ad on page___.
12

www.rexmcfadden.com

515-123

Weldco-Beales
Pneumatic Casing
Hammers
6" and 8" easy lift casing elevators provide
a positive grip on the casing without the
need for weld-on tabs. Carbide teeth dig into
casing on both sides.
Set casing FAST • Grab & Go
No slings included

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

515-490

ELEVATOR SPECIAL

To see all our products,
visit us online:
www.casinghammer.com

1”, 1¼”, & 2” Slip-type Elevator w/kwik-clamp

Package Special
All 4 pieces for $1000

Display Classified Quote:

Atlas Manufacturing Ltd

DRILLING EQUIPMENT SALES, INC.

6524 North Island Hwy

BC
V0R+ 2M0
1.625”Merville
x $64/inch
= $104
$20 (color)
= $124/mth
= $1488/yr.
Canada

2515 Highway 70 SW • Hickory, NC 28602

828-322-3056
www.drillingequip.com
60
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Atlas Manufacturing Ltd.,
Weldco-Beales,
great Casing Hammers
are now under one roof.

515-187

Phone: 250-337-5030
Fax: 250-337-5136
Toll-Free 866-338-5090
E-mail: atlas@casinghammer.com

805-313

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

MUDSLAYER MFG.

Our team is growing! Helical Drilling, Inc.
is a specialized Geotechnical Engineering
Construction Company located just
outside of Boston, MA. We are looking
for experienced drillers with 3-5 years
of experience working with micropiles,
grouting, and other ground stabilizing
techniques. Helical Drilling offers highly
competitive wages with a generous
benefit package. A relocation package
will be considered for the right candidates.
Please e-mail résumés to:
hiring@helicaldrilling.com

One Continental Emsco D-375
(Serial #278) Duplex Mud Pump
The unit is skid mounted, powered by
a 6-cylinder series 60 Detroit diesel
engine...................................$125,000
Reduced.................................$98,800
Call (662) 843-4076 or e-mail
thompson@midsouthwater.com

1120-815

GD & Wheatley 4x5 to 7x12
Complete Pump, Gearend, Fluidend
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1120-120

807-1240

DU-ALL Injection Pumps

All parts in stock and available for shipment.
Overnight delivery available. Call your local
parts supplier or Fred’s Water Service at
(440) 259-5436 with
your order or questions.

Saving You Time, Money,
and Equipment Wear

F r e d ’s Wa t e r S e r v i c e , I n c .

4390 Elberta Road Perry, Ohio 44081
Phone (440) 259-5436
www.fwservice. com
Fax: (440) 259-4795

Logging Equipment
970

Where you
come for
Innovation
360-477-0251
www.mudslayermfg.com

Built for Drillers by Drillers

1125-576

Once again it’s time for
spring cleaning. This is a
great opportunity to place a
classified ad in the

WorldWide SUPER MART™

Call or e-mail Kathy today
850-547-0102
kathy@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

820-610

Borehole logging equipment, Widco
logging system model 1200, SP & SPR,
good condition...........................$10,000
Call / text 780-206-2555
hilldrilling@gmail.com

970-1061

Ga r d n e r- D e n ve r 4 x5 , 4 ½x5 , 5 x6 ,
5x8, 5½x8, 5x10, 5½x10, 7½x8, or
7½x10 - several used/rebuilt bare pump
or skidded & diesel powered. Gaso Fig.
1743 7½x10 skidded w/diesel power.
LeRoi 253S2 rebuilt compressor. New
American Mfg. 5x6. Stocking distributor
for American Mfg. pump parts.
Danny Stull: dannystull.jws@gmail.com
Ph: 405-794-3600

1120-784

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

MUD PUPPY, INC.
38688 WEST KENTUCKY AVE
PO BOX 1028
Woodland, CA 95776
Office: 442-242-7507

craigh@mudpuppyinc.com

1125-870

July Issue Deadlines!
Space Reservation:
May 25th
Display & Classified
Ad Copy:
June 1st

MAY 2018

1203-409
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Baski, Inc.

Inflatable
Well
Packers

PACKERS,
ASR FLOW
CONTROL
VALVES &
PITLESS
UNITS

2005 Ford F-550 w/Pulstar PL20000HD
pump hoist, 74,000 miles, 4WD, air
cond., front outrigger, remote, 40’ tower
height, pipe racks, tower lights, two-line
sheave, 6L diesel, power to rear, 11’ utility box, new lower price.............$47,000
(570) 563-1123
1230-860

"Drive away and pull a
pump on your way home!"

1586 S. Robb Way
Denver, CO 80232
Ph: 303-789-1200
Fax: 303-789-0900
info@baski.com

www.baski.com

1203-115

CUSTOM BUILT
PACKERS FOR ANY
APPLICATION
COMPETITIVE
PRICES

800-452-4902

Manufactured by Vanderlans & Sons
1320 S. Sacramento Street
Lodi CA 95240
209-334-4115
Fax: 209-339-8260

www.lansas.com

1203-1190

WWDR wishes all mothers a
happy Mother’s Day.
May 13, 2018

2016 Ford F-450 with SEMCO S6,000.
9' pronghorn bed, crew cab, 4x4 diesel,
6-spd auto, 6107 miles, 44' derrick ext,
Honda deck engine 24 hp gas with
29.8 hours, 2-spd winch, sandline, hyd.
oil cooler, pipe racks, LED lights for
mast..............................................$89,900

New - USED - Rebuilt

MILLS Knife Type Perforators
For Sale or Rent ~ 4” thru 24”
Montana 406-580-2818

1205-1184

Duke Equipment Company, LLC
“Reliable and Versatile Pump Hoist
at an Affordable Price”

See Used Trucks @

www.pumphoist4u.com
1000 E. Oklahoma Avenue
P. O. Box 215
Darrouzett, TX 79024

62
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2009 Ford F-550 CC 4x4 with SEMCO
S6,000. 80,100 miles..........Call for price!

806-624-2200

1230-511

2014 Dodge RAM 5500 4x4 with SEMCO
S6,000. 80,000 miles..........Call for price!

888-909-9066
www.specialtyrigs.com

1230-505

WANTED TO BUY
PULSTAR
SMEAL, SEMCO PUMP HOIST
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1230-120

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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In Production
Since 1973

• Portable
• Lightweight
• Economical

• Welded aluminum frame.
• Waterproof motor and electrical system.
• Worm gearbox holds in any position.
• Will handle up to 2” galvanized pipe @
600 lb. capacity.
• Pull or set 24’ per minute.
• Adjustable legs. Extends down to 7”.
(Optional)
Wheel kit w/handles, winch, swing vise
and overhead guide.

Funk Manufacturing
Up-Z-Dazy, Inc.
30 Myers Road
Newville, PA 17241

Phone: 717-776-3181
Fax: 717-423-5201

1230-371

Basic Pump Hoists
Starting At:

S4,000 Pump Hoist, 8,000# cap., 35’
telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank, hyd.
pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. controls &
variable speed engine control..$18,975
S6,000 Pump Hoist, 16,000# 3L cap.,
35’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$21,725
S8,000 Pump Hoist, 22,000# 3L cap.,
36’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$27,775
S10,000 Pump Hoist, 30,000# 3L cap.,
40’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$39,325
S12,000 Pump Hoist, 48,000# 4L
cap., 44’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control.........$43,865
S15,000 Pump Hoist, 60,000# 4L
cap., 48’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control.........$54,325

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

S20,000 Pump Hoist, 80,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls, & variable speed engine control.........$71,665
S25,000 Pump Hoist, 100,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
15T safety hook, hyd. control & variable speed engine control.........$99,875
S30,000 Pump Hoist, 120,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
15T safety hook, hyd. control & variable speed engine control.......$117,315
S35,000 Pump Hoist, 140,000# 4L
cap, 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
22T safety hook, hyd. control & variable
speed engine control...............$139,750
EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
S6,000 SEMCO, 35’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
22 hp deck engine, RC, 2-pr, aux. hydro
valve, LED LK, service body w/RL, 2015
Dodge 3500, gas, auto, white...$78,945
S6,000 SEMCO, 35’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
22 hp deck engine, RC, 2-pr, aux. hydro
valve, LED LK, service body, 2012 Ford
F-350, gas, auto, white..............$46,240
Contact us for a list
of more used equipment.

SEMCO INC.
719-336-9006/800-541-1562
FAX 719-336-2402
See our Ad on page 72.
semcopumphoist@yahoo.com
www.SEMCOoflamar.com

1230-135

KELLY BARS
Fluted, Round, & Square
DRILL PIPE & COLLARS
IR 4-1/2” DP w/2-7/8’ Conn 30’ Joints
6” Drill Collars
ROTARY TABLES
18” SpeedStar with Bushing
8-1/2” Midway
SWIVELS
2” & 3” Little Giant
King 15XV
King 20GW
King 40KG
AIR COMPRESSOR
Screw 900/200 w/Volume Tank
GEARBOXES
Failing
Spicer
Cotta
For additional information and
equipment go to our web site or
give us a call.
325-653-3433
www.wichtex.com

1320-948

5¼, 7½, 8½, 12, 17½ Rotary Table,
Hyd. Tubing Tongs, Air Slips,
Type LF & C Tongs, Elevators
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1320-120

On average, Americans eat
18 acres of pizza every day.
Rig Repair / Parts
1321

NEW and USED Smeal Pump Hoists

For Sale: Smeal 3T, 4T, 5T, 6T, &
SEMCO S25,000
WANTED Smeal pump hoists of all sizes
828-256-9132

1230-982

RO B B C O P U M P S I N C
Manufacturer of
Submersible &
Lineshaft Pumps

806-749-7475
robbcopumps.com
Idalou, Texas USA

1240-1112

RIG PARTS & REPAIRS by
WATER WELL professionals!

Rotary Tables • Mud Pumps
Major Components
Parts located, spares provided for
exisitng equipment, 18” rotary tables
now produced with large ring gear
and pinion.
580-234-5971 www.eniddrill.com
MAY 2018

1321-510
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Rig Service / Parts
1325

317-839-7534

Introducing

Complete Rebuilding and Repair
of Drill Unit Components.

31’ - 6” long CF-15/1250 Failing mast,
excellent condition.
Failing high-torque PTO, model G250-HT.
Rebuilt to New 4x5 Gardner Denver mud
pump.
All priced to sell!
Call or fax for listing.
PH: 317-839-7534 FAX: 317-838-9244

1325-117

Our New &
Improved
D-25 D

diedrichdrill.com

Powerful and Compact! 7730 lbs
Call today to order yours:
800-348-8809 or 219-326-7788

1330-1037

1986 Gus Pech Brat 22R, on 86 Int'l
diesel, 3X4 mud, full restoration with all
new hydrostats/pumps, hoses, drill pipe,
pulldown cyl. and cable-rebuilt pto/splitter,
new radial tires, professionally done won't disappoint. Rig and truck in excellent condition. Price reduced.....$75,000
Call 816 575-2272 or 816 724-1039
1330-1127

500 Mayhew mtd. on 1990 GMC,
3208 Cat®, 4x5 GD, new table, hyd.
pulldown.................................$35,000
605-441-1968

1330-818

5T Smeal, mtd. on 1996 Ford dually,
w/toolbox, and sandline............$20,000
Located in Holly, CO
Contact Dave 620-384-6041

1330-640

2000 P12 Pulstar, mounted on Ford
F-550 7.3 diesel, standard shift, 3 line
with remote, rig is in very good shape.
Call for more information and price.
615-804-6767
64

1330-1086

MAY 2018

2008 Atlas Copco RD20, rig has 6000
hours, carrier has less than 3000 miles.
Package #1
Price includes rig, substructure, rod handling arm and rod tub, adapter subs,
table bushing, and miscellaneous tooling.
Does not include dog house. Call for price.
Package #2
The complete ready-to-drill package
includes everything listed in package
#1 plus 149 pieces of 30’ rods, many
have little or no use. Emsco 300 mud
pump driven by a recently rebuilt 3406
Cat® and mud cleaning system, 220KV
gen set to run mud system and hyd.
system for rod arm. Some spare parts
and a tophead gearbox that need some
attention. Call for price.
Call Alan Lang: 801-554-2419

1330-1027

1330-947

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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1988 Ingersoll Rand T3W, 825/350
HR2 air comp., Cummins deck engine,
7-rod carousel, 12,000# winch, 4 cyl.
water inj., Wilden mud pump, mounted
on 1988 Ford L8000, comes with 300'
pipe and handling tools...........$100,000
Call Chris 516-536-7375 or
e-mail cmurray52@gmail.com
1330-725

2007 Atlas Copco T-3W, mtd. on
International Paystar 5600I, 900/350 air,
Centerline mud pump, 25 gpm water inj.,
18K & 8K winches, grout pump, 6200
hrs., 36,000 miles. Very nice.
920-366-2742

NEW 2018 HARDAB, hand-free rod
handling system (patented), 660’ drill
pipe basket, mast sliding for angle
drilling....................................$295,000
mmailhot@maxidrill.com

1330-866

1330-1234

Mayhew 500, mtd. on Ardco Buggy,
runs great......................Price Reduced
1 9 7 6 GM C 6 5 0 0 , m td . o n Fa i l i n g
1500..............................Price Reduced
409-789-4590
1330-563

Wichtex Model R-6 (Serial #81-1302)
Double Drum Drawworks Rig
The unit is powered by an 8V71 Detroit
engine with 8000 series Spicer trans.
with controls for 65’, 150,000 lbs. single
hyd. raising derrick with shifting crown.
Reputed to have been reinforced to
handle 200,000 lbs...............$325,000
Reduced........................$295,000
Call (662) 843-4076 or e-mail
thompson@midsouthwater.com

2003 Deeprock DR150, mtd. on 2003
Ford F-750 4x4 w/Cummins 5.9 diesel
PTO, 5x6 mud pump, winch, Bean pump,
air oiler, (4) jacks, newly rebuilt slideout
tophead (0 hrs), good clean rig, ready to
go! Reduced to...........................$65,000
Call Chris 516-536-7375 or
e-mail cmurray52@gmail.com
1330-725

1330-815

1973 Gardner Denver 14W, Cat® C9
Acert 400 hp 1900 hours, 390' rod, (2)
collars, mud pit, WEJ1009 1000x250,
GD 5x6, 2 cyl. Bean pump, IR DTH
hammer, ready to work...$40,000 USD

1954 Bucyrus-Erie 22W on 1990
Int’l 4900, new Perkins 60 hp turbo
diesel deck motor 215 hours, 3-line,
tooled for 6", used daily, lots of extra
tooling available.............$30,000 USD
705-721-1053

1330-756

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Foremost / Barber DR-24, dual rotary,
Sullair 1150/350, 600 hp deck engine,
truck mtd., good condition......$349,000
208-771-0770 Scott
1330-1211

2012 Peterbilt 337, 4x4, like new, 11k mi.,
PACCAR PX-6 260 hp diesel, 26KGVW,
oilfield well service rig, Cummins B5, 9C
engine 152 hp, 2320 hrs., telescoping
pole to 45', new 910' wire non-rotation
¾" wire cable on Wichtex drawworks,
2000' like new ½" wire cable on sandline
reel, video clip in operation available.
Truck.......$55,000 - Rig........$55,000
210-394-5147

1330-803

MAY 2018

1330-124
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2015 Peterbilt Truck
Model 348

2001 Driltech
T25K5W

1330-301
1995 Ingersoll Rand
T3W

2005 Atlas Copco T3

2006 GEFCO 30K

2003 Schramm
T555WS Rotary Drill

QUALITY NEW &
PRE-OWNED RIGS
800-963-2466

2003 GEFCO
Failing 1250

Contact Chip Nelson
for more information
and pricing
#405-880-3647

Hablamos Español,
Juan Alfonso
#580-977-3272

2018 REICHdrill T-690-W

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15 on
deck, mounted on 2019 Mack Granite.

2015 REICHdrill Legend 4

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15 on
deck, mounted on 2016 Mack Granite.

2004 REICHdrill T-690-W

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15 on
deck, mounted on 2004 Mack Granite.

2000 REICHdrill T-690-W

1330-654

Sullair 1000/350 airpack, Cat® 3406C
deck engine, mtd. on 2000 Freightliner.

“ONLY Authorized REICHdrill® sales,
service, and parts dealer in New England.”

We stock
REICHdrill® and CP Parts.
New REICHdrill® style 4½” and 4” Drill Rod in Stock.

66
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1330-1027

NEW

Factory refurbished
1994 REICHdrill T-650-W

Remounted on 2016 Mack Granite.
GHH 900/350 airpack, Cat® 3406C
DITA diesel on deck.

2005 SIMCO 2800 drill, PTO driven on
2005 Ford F-550 4x4, drillhead 2840 ft
lbs / 0-185 rpm, 10 ft. stroke mast, (2)
winches, 2x3 cent. mud pump, rod
storage box, (3) leveling jacks, tower
winch ext. allows for 20 ft. casing.
800-338-9925

2008 Schramm trailer-mounted drill
rig model T200XD, Detroit DDC/MTU
12V-2000TA DDEC diesel engine, rig
top-drive rebuild & unit re-hosed by
Schramm at 9,830 hrs., new tophead
cables at 10,377 hrs., CMX rotation
valves at 10,612 hrs., (4) top-drive
motors at 11,497 hrs., CMX lift valves
at 11,590 hrs., current engine hours
10,132 (est.). Please contact Alan
Lang, 801-554-2419, for price and
additional information.

DENISON

Hydraulics

Fan Pumps • Head Motors • Main Pumps
Hoist Pumps • Control Valves

We Ship Worldwide

NH: 603-878-0998
VT: 802-235-2466

www.northeastdrill.com

1330-204

Aqua Bore G3 Pro Series
Compact, portable, powerful, full-featured,
economical skid mount or trailer rig!
• 300 to 400+ ft. boreholes
• Commercial duty
• MCM true oilfield mud pump for 120 psi
at up to 240 gpm
HD tandem axle mount. Starts under
$26,000 with 120 ft. of drill stem.
Xtreme Duty unit pictured with options
and 160 ft. of drill stem starts at $33,000.
Diesel and many other options available
upon request.
Phone: 906-458-4983 or 906-884-2170
E-mail: webberconst@hotmail.com
Web: webberfabrication.com

1330-1226

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

2009 REICHdrill T-690-W, mtd. on a
2009 Mack GU713, 900/350 compressor,
Cat® 3406C engine, 8122 hours, 55,000
hoist, damage by layover, salvage
title........................................$119,500
Call (270) 250-4117 or e-mail
janesco@windstream.net
2011 AMS CRS17-C Compact, sonic
drillhead, John Deere 4045 diesel,
173 hp, hyd. hoist, rod clamp, wireless
remote, water pump, vibration: 20,000
lbs - 28,000 lbs, feed system: 12’ and
8' stroke, pullback force: 13,000 lbs,
carrier has 4.6 psi ground pressure,
1545 hours...........................$199,500
909-600-7555

1330-897

2012 Freightliner Trucks 6X6,
60 Series Detroit,
New World Trans., Rockwell Axle,
68KGVW, 315/80 R22.5 Michelin,
800 Miles.......$69,500
SEMCO, Inc. 800-541-1562

WorldWide
1330-970

Building and gaining trust by
manufacturing quality flattanks, serving
the water well, mining, mineral
explorations, geothermal, directional
boring, and sonic drilling industries.
We offer your company the
satisfaction of a job well done.
Check out our web site for more
information on our products.
www.northwestflattanks.com

Call (406) 466-2146 or
(406) 544-5914

SUPER MART
1540-135

2007 T800 Kenworth, C15 Cat 550 hp,
21,000 total miles, 20k front 52k rears,
WANTED TO BUY
14k lift, 86k GVW with new 2700 gallon
Flattank,per
new
7500 IMT
material handling
ATLAS COPCO/INGERSOLL-RAND
Rates: $9.00 perDRILL
line. Classified display
(photo,
box,
logo
included)
$74.00
column
inch.
QUICK CASH MONEY
crane.
DM30E, DM45E, DML, T3W, T4W, T5W, RD20

D
L
O
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(Discount for 12 month
commitment.)
Add color
to your ad, for $30.00.
Paid for
Drill Rigs, Pump
Hoists,
don’tMud
see your
category
listed,
call
Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.- we have it!

DRILTECH DRILL T25K, D40K, T40K, DH1, DH2
If you
SCHRAMM T685 RC DRILL WITH RC PIPES
WE WANT SURPLUS PIPES, SPARE PARTS
TEL: 818-956-5231 FAX: 818-244-3723
www.pacificcranes.com

(Rigs)
(1330)

1330-995

RENE HENDON Tel: 281-260-0880

1705-120

Reliable Water Level Indicators

proudly made in the USA. Various
lengths & scales available, selectable
buzzer/light indication & sensitivity
control. Economical repair service.
Waterline
Envirotech
Ltd.
Display Classified
Quote:
www.waterlineusa.com
360-676-9635

1710-188
3.76” x 62.10/inch = $233.50 + $20
(color)
= $253.50

2006 T800 Kenworth, Cummins ISX
475 hp, 20k front 46k rears, 259,600
miles, with new 2100 gallon Flattank,
new 7500 IMT material handling crane.

Lots of information, pictures, and
specs on our web site. We also have
used drilling rigs, pump hoists, and
used flattank support trucks.
www.northwestflattanks.com

1730-665

Going to JUBILEE?

Don’t miss out - advertise on
WWDR’s
WWDR Pinpointer Map.

1330-497

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

The Pinpointer Map is included
in the July issue as well as
distributed at the event to help
valuable contacts easily find you
at the busy South Atlantic JUBILEE
in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.
Call today: 850-547-0102
MAY 2018
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TORQUER
2000 Sterling with refurbished bed,
2000 gallons of water and 200 gallons
of fuel w/fuel transfer pump, and crane
mount....................................$29,000
Several more trucks in stock.

Gordon Ballard
Ballard Drilling Co., Inc.
Wadley, Alabama

256-825-5871
Cell: 256-307-4017 (anytime)
E-mail: gballard501@msn.com

1730-785

Professional
Locking Well Plugs

Sched. 40/80
1/2”, 3/4”
1”, 1 1/4”
1 1/2”, 2”
2 1/2”, 3”
4”, 5”, 6”
coming soon: 8”

™

U.S.
Patent
Protected

• Domed top
•No metal parts
•Vented Plug Option
•Padlocks or safety lock out tags
•Most sq. inch of gasket power
•Bright safety orange color
•Vapor extraction convertible
•Low Cost

Space Reservation:
May 25th
Display & Classified
Ad Copy:
June 1st

8887 Green Valley Drive
Manhattan, KS 66502

Flush Thread Pipe,
Fittings, and Supplies for
Monitoring/Remediation.
Custom Slotting & Perfing
PVC CPVC HDPE

Toll Free 888-587-0807
Fax 785-539-1349

www.emipipe.com

Sold through authorized
distributors worldwide.

www.torquerplugs.com
July Issue Deadlines!

Environmental
Manufacturing,
Inc.

1753-244

1760-156

Call WWDR today for the
best coverage and pricing.
850-547-0102

The Source of Force
Rose-Wall puts a new “tilt” on
the water tank business!

Linepull: 1/2 Ton to 100 Ton plus!

In-Stock Now!
(800) Mr. Winch
Fax: (619) 474-6730
www.ryanhyd.com

We can build any shape or size
Please call for a custom quote

1-800-321-1541
rose-wall.com
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1760-378

1775-136
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America West
Drilling Supply
Our friendly and
knowledgeable staff
is ready to help
Check out our Hammer Brands

For all your drilling products and supplies, visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199 • sales@awds.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Manufacturer of Red Devil Bits

Palmer Bit,
the leader in
new bit design
The latest newly-designed bit
by Palmer Bit!

This double chevron, in a 3-wing or 4-wing
design, offers faster penetration than the
old style chevron and is more durable than
a step bit. It is performing extremely well
in medium formations and gravel.

Palmer Bit Company

800-421-2487 • sales@palmerbit.com
70

www.palmerbit.com
MAY 2018
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to: WorldWide
WorldWide Drilling
Drilling Resource,
Resource, Inc.
Inc.
Reply to:
PO Box 660 •• Bonifay
Bonifay FL
FL 32425-0660
32425-0660
850-547-0102
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NO. 3592

SEMCO S8,000H Pump Hoist, 44’ derrick, complete tailout winch, power arm, 2-speed
winch, triple-line option 22,000# capacity, 8T triple-line block w/hook, hot shift PTO
automatic transmission, remote control, (2) pipe racks w/ratchet straps, 1,500' capacity
sandreel, hydraulic oil cooler 12V DC, LED light kit for mast, power tong hook-up to
the rear, 12’ steel flatbed with heavy-duty air bumper and receiver hitch, painted Ford
grey, factory mounted on 2018 Ford F-550 crew cab.

Ingram Drilling Co Ltd
2644 Johnson Road
Quesnal, British Columbia V2J 6G1
Canada

SEMCO INC.

E-mail:
semcopumphoist@yahoo.com
www.SEMCOoflamar.com
PO Box 1216
7595 US Hwy 50
Lamar CO 81052-1216
719-336-9006
719-336-2402 Fax

CALL OUR TOLL-FREE
NUMBER: 800-541-1562

